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Abstract 
 
The study of location has a long and extensive history. As this area of study has evolved, there 
has been an increased recognition of the challenges and the many significant external factors, 
driven by the changes of trends and criteria on location decisions. Whether it is the world 
economy, technology and environment issues, and it has affected the existing models used in 
production location decision.   
 
The primary aim of this thesis was to review the broad base of literature of production location 
decision, especially on models and factors concerning the manufacturing and supply chain area. 
The thesis also uncovers previous research that has examined the current status concerning 
models and factors used in production localisation decision.  
 
Following a brief quantitative analysis of the research area development, the project applied 
mainly a qualitative approach to the study. Literature databases, literature reviews and case study 
reports were used as data sources. Literature reviews were used as base for the description, 
explanation, exploration and correlation analyses within the study.  
 
Based on existing literature, this thesis presents a framework to categorise the existing location 
models and factors. The framework presents the used models and factors in production location 
decisions. Three industrial case study reports (from master thesis projects from Väderstad, 
Alfdex and IKEA) were gathered and used to examine the researchers’ own synthetic framework 
and further explore the research questions. The result is summarized in the framework that can 
lead users to understand the current status and the trend concerning the models and factors used 
in production location decision. 

 

 

Keywords: Location decision, Production location, Location models and Location factors, 
Models and actors categorization. 
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1.   Introduction 
 

1.1 Background 

 
“Production location is the process of determining geographic site for a firm’s operations”, 
defined by Krajewski (2007, pp.404).   Production location is a critical part and has been well-
established research area within operation research (Drezner and Hamacher, 2004). Even 
location problems have been studied and researched since many decades. The analysing methods 
and solutions that are under discussion have remained the same. Facility Location or Production 
location can be a vital importance for the firms or manufacturing from many reasons such as 
limit of production capacity, expansion to new market, obsolete facility or business merging 
(Thanh, Bostel and Péton, 2008).  
 
In the current environment, change in business environment is the only constant. Therefore 
companies and manufacturers must be flexible in order to deal with this change in a timely 
manner. A manufacturer may handle the changing environment by looking for expanding the 
existing production facility, adding new location or finding new location to substitute the 
existing one. Following either of these strategies, there are four crucial questions concentrating 
on capacity: how much is needed, how large of it, when the companies need it and what type of 
capacity do companies need? These questions need a critical decision making process to find the 
proper solution (Checherenkova, 2008; Stevenson, 2007)  
 
It is not proper and not possible to change location very often. Hence is a production location 
decision most important to business and to production functions. Production location decision 
affects all employees and final decision is often made at the top management level.    It is a well-
established fact that production location decision is a key perspective of strategic and logical 
decision making for the operation to be located. Production location decisions generally involve 
a long term plan and the choice of location may have a significant impact on the company’s 
strategic competitive position. The selected choice of location may a give competitive advantage 
and can be a key success factor of the company. (Kumar and Suresh, 2008; Stevenson, 2007; 
Yang and Lee, 1997). 
 
As the location decisions are extremely complex and difficult to analyse, there are available 
models that could help to identify the advisable location. Location models have been widely 
discussed. Production location decision is the process that uses a model or part of a model as a 
tool for making decision to determine the best alternative. In the model, it is needed to set or 
determine the variable to limit the consideration. Each variable comes from factor of different 
places such as production system factors, supply chain factors, or even factors from product life 
cycle.  
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1.2 Aim of project 

 
There are many location models and factors published. Some models are powerful tools used in 
the past but not today. The factors considered in the models have changed as the global business 
conditions changed by time. It is imperative to examine several different sources to understand 
current status concerning models and factors where are overlapped or where are falling short. 
This review aims at critically reviewing the current status concerning models and factors used in 
production location decisions. The result of the study will help the managers to consider and 
select locations models and factors to solve the location problems. 
 
In order to achieve the aim of this thesis, it is necessary to review and categorise the existing 
location models and factors. Moreover, the research result will let managers to see the trend of 
using location models and factors. The current status and trend of using location models and 
factors is a part of the analysis tools to solve the location problems.   
 

1.3 Problem statements 

 
One objective of this review was to find out how has the research area of analysis models for 
location decisions evolved, and what is the current state-of-art within the area. Moreover, it can 
help identifying necessary improvements of the models and the trend for the future long term 
strategies. There were many researches talking about location in various fields but one aim for 
this review was to specify which research fields and group have contributed extensively and 
which are the key research studies (theoretical and case studies) within models for production 
location decisions. 

 
By Using selected research fields and groups which have been related with production location 
decision, the review at presenting how these models and factors can be categorised and 
synthesised into a matrix in the way that is most suitable with this review. In addition, the thesis 
should relate a state of practice to the reviewed state of research in order to show the validity of 
this review. In a final step the review should give idea and guideline about what are the key areas 
of future research, considering the future requirements on product life cycle considerations, 
sustainability and globalisation. 
 
The below is a short summary of the most important problems during review this research: 

1. What relevant model types are presented in literature concerning production location 
decisions?  
2. What relevant production system and supply chain factors are considered in the 
reviewed model types for location decisions?  
3. How has the research area of analysis models for location decisions evolved, and what 
is the current state-of-art within the area?  
4. Which research fields and groups have contributed extensively and which are the key 
research studies (theoretical and case studies) within models for production location 
decisions?  
5. How can these models and factors be categorised?  
6. What is the state of practice in relation to the reviewed state of research?  
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1.4 Project limitations 

 
There are some limitations concerning this research. The primary field of this research topic is 
location decision which can be applied into many fields such as production location decision, 
business location and public location. However, the condition of this study is focusing only 
models and factors used in production location decisions, whereas other variables and industries 
are not included in this study. The used literature search instruments tend to find the secondary 
data from sources that are available in English only. This may affect to the incomprehensiveness 
of this research.  
 
The constraint of this study is the cost and time limitations and, for the empirical part, 
uncertainty of the chosen companies in order to make an appointment to interview each top 
management in each company; therefore, this research can be presented merely only secondary 
data (literature review and case studies) rather than primary data (interview). By using an 
existing research project, there are small numbers of joined companies in this project; therefore, 
the researchers could not choose and control the number of companies and companies’ 
characteristics which may limit in small sample size and the similarity of companies’ business 
area. This leads to less effectiveness gathering a representative sample. Another constraint is 
limitations of the authors’ understand ability of complex models of other researchers which may 
affect to the quality of thesis. Finally, the study’s finding represents the result from the period of 
study only. 
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2. Methodology 
 
The aim of this research is to review the current status concerning models and factors used in 
production localisation decision. To achieve the objective, a secondary data was earlier carried 
out in the introduction chapter and will be discussed more in the coming literature review 
chapter. The trend analysis focuses on the variables that affected the models and factors which it 
may produce either the stated management problem or opportunity of the company or probably 
both.  Many factors, such as economy and environment, have an impact to the driving business 
of entrepreneurs or manufacturers will be included to gather information so as to resolve some 
hierarchical problems.  

 
There are plenty of methods for conducting a research project. The ‘Onion Model’, which is 
developed by Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill (2006), is chosen to conduct this study. However, 
to be more compatible, the onion model has been slightly modified by the authors, inspired by 
Nwabude (2010), as in figure 1.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: The onion model 

Source: Adapted from Nwabude (2010), based on Saunders et al (2006) 
 

This onion model allows the researchers to be able to conduct the research methodology easier 
by going through five stages and the reader to simply follow up and see the whole picture of the 
study. With regard to Nwabude (2010), (i) research philosophy is used to show the view of 
conducting research which therefore allows the researcher to choose the appropriate research 
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approaches; (ii) research approaches are used to explain the theory which allows the researchers 
to able to layout the method to either test the hypothesis or analyse the data in the next stage; (iii) 
choice of methodology is used to identify the strategy in this study which will therefore affect the 
way to collect the data and; (iv) data collection methods can be used as a guideline by the 
researchers to adopt the questionnaires or interviews in order to collect the needed and 
significant data for the questions in the study. Nwabude (2010) pointed out that once the 
researchers went through these four stages, the models are eventually able to identify time 
horizon, as the last stage, of their research study. 

 
This section uses Nwabude pattern to describe each step in detail and what is the selected choice 
of each options that appropriate to conduct this research by start from research philosophy, 
research approaches, choice of methodology, data collection methods, till time horizon. 
 

2.1 Research philosophy 
 
What is research philosophy? Galliers (1991) stated that collecting, analysing, and using are the 
way to conduct a research philosophy. This research agrees with Easterby-Smith, et al. (1997) 
that there are three main reasons to include, explain, and refer a philosophy in a research 
methodology.  Firstly, it can help the authors to identify which methodologies or methods should 
be used in a study, which type of data should be collected, how this research should interpret the 
data, and, finally, how it helps to answer the research questions. Secondly, it will help the 
researchers to evaluate different methodologies or methods which will lead the researchers to 
choose the most appropriate way to do a research. Lastly, it may encourage the researchers to 
find a new way to do a research. 

 
With regard to Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill (2007), the authors agree to divide a research 
philosophy into two views of research which are positivism and phenomenology.  According to 
Crossan (n.d.) and Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill (2007), it can be summarized that these two 
philosophies are different but they both help and assist the researchers to develop the knowledge 
of a study which can be seen as a significantly important role in business and management 
research.  

 
Positivists believe that “reality is a stable and can be observed and described from an objective 
viewpoint” (Levin, 1988). Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill (2007) supported that "positivist prefer 
working with an observable social reality that end product of such research can be law-like 
generalisations similar to those produced by the physical and natural scientists". However, 
phenomenologists argued that it seemed too ambitious to identify theory in the same way as the 
physical sciences in this world (Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill, 2007). Therefore, 
phenomenological paradigm is a philosophy that emphasis on the understanding of human 
behaviour (Collis and Hussey, 2003). Table 1 shows the difference between these two 
philosophies. 
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Table 1: Comparing two research philosophies 
Positivistic paradigm Phenomenological paradigm 

• Tends to produce quantitative data 
• Concerned with hypothesis testing 
• Used large samples  
• High reliability  
• Low validity  
• Data is highly specific and precise 

• Tends to produce qualitative data 
• Concerned with generating theories 
• Uses small samples  
• Low reliability  
• High validity  
• Data is rich and subjective 

Source: Business research, Collis and Hussey, 2003, p.55 
 

For this study, the researcher used phenomenology as research philosophy in order to achieve the 
aim of the research which attempts to review the current status for models and factors used in 
production localization decision. On one hand, the researchers adopt this philosophy because the 
researchers realize that the trend of models and factors used for production location decisions are 
complex. This study is emphasis on the movement and changing of trend which it would be 
better to show in qualitative. On the other hand, the researchers considered positivist approach 
but did not adopt because the researcher used a small sample to study the framework (see table 5, 
6, and 9) in depth.  

 
In addition, figure 2 shows two kinds of research which are basic and applied research. 
Concerning the application of this research, it is an applied research which will allow a better 
understanding of a particular science issue which is analysing of models and factors used in 
production localization decision in worldwide market. Thanks to the collection of data, this study 
will directly respond to the main research questions. For instance, what relevant production 
system and supply chain factors are considered in the review model types for localization 
decisions? At the end of the study, recommendations for the future and other important issue can 
be found. 
 

Figure 2: Basic and applied researches  

Source: Saunders and Lewis, 2003. 
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2.2 Research approaches 
 
What is research approach? Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill (2007) said that it is a methodology 
which helps the researchers to conduct a research. According to Ghauri and Gronhaug (2010); 
Hussey and Hussey (1997); University of Pretoria (2004); Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill (2007), 
research approaches can be divided into two main approaches which are deductive or 
quantitative approach and inductive or qualitative approach.  However, Cavaye (1996) argued 
that the combined use of both deductive and inductive approaches can be defined as the third 
type of research approach. University of Pretoria (2004) supported that using both deductive and 
inductive approaches in the same study is possible. 

 
Deductive and inductive approaches were given the definitions in many ways. Regarding to 
Ghauri and Gronhaug (2010), they summarized that “Deductive is based on logic, whereas 
inductive is based on empirical evidence” Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill (2007) supported that 
deductive approach is a theory and hypothesis development. It assists the researchers to create or 
layout a research strategy to test the hypothesis, whereas inductive approach is data collection 
and theory or data analysis development.  
 
According to Hussey and Hussey (1997), deductive approach is a study for developing a concept 
and theory and testing an empirical observation. The deductive method goes from the general to 
the particular. In the term of inductive approach, it is a study for developing of the observation of 
empirical reality (Hussey and Hussey, 1997). This type of research is the reverse of the deductive 
method in which the process goes from observation → findings → theory building; eventually, 
theory is the outcome of this research (Bryman and Bell, 2003). Saunders, et al. (2007) clarified 
that “deductive approach is like the cause and effect exploration without understanding of the 
human interpretation but developing the data with understanding is the important point for 
inductive approach”. Table 2 is clarified the difference between deductive and inductive 
approach. 
 
Table 2: Comparing two research approaches  

Deductive approach Inductive approach 

• Scientific Principles 
• Moving from the theory to data 
• The collection of quantitative data 
• The application of controls to ensure 

validity of data 
• The need to explain causal relationships 

between variables 
• A highly structured approach  
• Researcher independence of that is being 

researched 
• The necessity to select samples of 

sufficient size in order to generalise 
conclusion  

• Gaining an understanding of the meaning 
humans attach to events 

• A close understanding of the research 
context 

• The collection of qualitative data 
• A more flexible structure to permit change 

research emphasis as research progresses 
• A realisation that is research is part of the 

research process 
• Less concern with the need to generalise  

Source: Business Research for Business Students Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill, 2007. 
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Consequently, the researchers use an inductive approach for doing this research because it is 
mainly based on empirical study by observation of trend’s movement of models and factors used 
for production location decisions since past till present.  Therefore, qualitative data collection is 
necessary. To answer the research’s objective which aims to identify the current research status 
concerning models and factors influencing location decisions, this study emphasis on literature 
review which should include a broad range of literature such as facility location, location 
decision, location models and factors, and site selection etc.  

 
Concerning the role and purpose of research design, this research can be organized into four 
groups which are descriptive, explanatory, co relational, and exploratory research.  
 

2.2.1 Descriptive research 
 
Descriptive research is not merely description. A good description can be seen as a fundamental 
to research or study which can be used to expand the knowledge for both author and reader (New 
York Univeristy, n.d.). A descriptive research has several goals. Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill 
(2007) stated that a descriptive research had mainly three objectives. First, it aimed to explain a 
situation, problem, or a phenomenon. Secondly, it aimed to provide data or information about a 
group of people or a community. Lastly, it aimed to describe behaviour towards an issue. 
Association for Educational Communications and Technology (2001) added that a descriptive 
research is mainly concerned with finding out “what?” or “what is it going on?” for investigating 
something.  

 
This research will show a history of production location and the trend of research in this research 
area. Indeed, significant figure such as figure 8 will be setting up in a table. 

 

2.2.2  Explanatory research 
 
This type of research seems to be a continuation of a descriptive research which primarily 
analyses and explains “why?”, “why is it going on?”, and “how something is happening?” 
Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill (2007) said that an explanatory or analytical research aimed to 
understand the reasons and the ways of the formation of a relationship or the apparition of a 
particular event. ISFAQ (2009) supported that “an explanatory research can also be used for (i) 
determining the accuracy of the theory or principle; (ii) providing such advance knowledge; (iii) 
extending an idea to new areas; and (iv) providing evidence to support or disprove an 
explanation or prediction”.  
 
Continue from descriptive research, the researcher will explain how these models and factors, 
which related to production location decision, can be categorised. Indeed, synthesis framework 
will be setting up in a table which will provide a better explanation of categorization of models 
and factors. 
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2.2.3  Exploratory research 
 
With regard to Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill (2007), exploratory research aims to identify such 
a clearly problem and, therefore, develop it. It helps the authors to define the best research 
design, data collection method and selection of subjective. Sekaran (2003) also pointed out that 
exploratory research are undertaken to better comprehend the nature of the problem since very 
few studies might have been conducted in that area. According to Saunders, et al. (2007) and 
Sekaran (2003), it can be summarized that exploratory research can be divided into three main 
points which are a search of the literature, talking to experts in the subject and conducting focus 
group and interview.   

 
The collected literature review will be used to explore “what is the state of practice in relation to 
the reviewed state of research?” and “what are the key areas of future research, considering the 
future requirements on product life cycle considerations, sustainability and globalization”. 
 

2.2.4  Co relational research 
 
NC State University (n.d.) stated that “co relational research aims to discover the relationships 
between two or more variables”. It helps to have a better understand related events, conditions, 
and behaviours and to make predictions of how one variable might predict another. “What is the 
state of practice in relation to the reviewed state of research?” takes part of a co relational study. 

2.3 Choice of methodology 
 
In scientific research, there are two methodologies which are qualitative and quantitative. The 
research area could influence the selection of methodology to conduct the research and as well 
affect the way to collect the empirical finding (Jansson and Hasselgren, 2008). The choice of the 
method depends on (i) the aim of the inquiry: exploratory, confirmation or quantification; and 
(ii) the use of the finding: policy formulation or process understanding. The following table 
presents comparison of quantitative and qualitative research approaches.  
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Table 3: Comparison of quantitative and qualitative research approaches 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Mack et al, 2005  
 
How the researchers know which methodologies should be selected? Fisher (2004, pp.55) state 
that “it is possible to use any of the research method to produce either quantitative material or 
qualitative material, and second because you can use quantitative material as part of realist 
project and you can certainly use numbers to illuminate interpretative research. In practice you 
can use any of the research methods in any of the approaches”. Figure 3 and 4 show a useful 
model and an illustration of step in process of quantitative and qualitative research, respectively. 
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Figure 3: An outline of the main steps of quantitative research 

Source: Cramer and Bryman, 2005 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: An outline of the main steps of qualitative research 

Source: Bryman and Bell, 2003 
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How can researchers know that they choose right methodology? Jansson and Hasselgren (2008, 
cite by Holme and Solvang, 1997; Kvale, 1989) state that “there is no right methodology to use 
when doing research. Qualitative and quantitative methodologies can be seen as equal tools to 
get a better knowledge about the researched subject”. In contrast, the other researchers showed 
that there is a huge difference between both methodologies. Quantitative method is qualified by 
structure, while qualitative method is qualified by flexibility (Jansson and Hasselgren, 2008). 
Qualitative research seeks to understand and to create phenomena in context-specific settings and 
produce findings not arrived at by means of statistical procedures or other means of 
quantification (Strauss and Corbin, 1990). The quantitative method as part of the research 
approach will consider necessary as empirical research when provided strong evidence for 
explaining phenomenon, enabling researchers to address the questions of “what”, “how much” or 
“how many” (Walker, 1997). 

 
The quantitative method is exceptionally useful for identifying trends and patterns, particularly 
where large population is concerned, while qualitative method is efficiently to study the human 
behaviour, value, ideology and believe (Parahoo, 2006, Polit & Beck, 2008). Xia and Sun (2008) 
said that collecting data in numbers, graph or figures relying on large population sampling is 
suitable for quantitative method while qualitative suitable to gain data in term of words and 
pictures. Qualitative method use case study, interview, theory and observation as tools to collect 
data. In contrast, survey, questionnaire and database are quantitative tools to collect data. 

 
Some researches were discussed that there were many ways in which different research methods 
can be combined in social research. According to Spratt, Walker and Robinson (2004), the 
researchers can use both quantitative and qualitative research methods together in the same study 
which called ‘mixed method’. Spratt, Walker and Robinson (2004) cited that “using multiple 
approaches can capitalise on the strengths of each approach and offset their different 
weaknesses”.  

 
However, the basic of this research is the new set of perspective influencing the strategy and 
design of the manufacturing footprint for tomorrow’s successful industry. The strategy has to 
function in a world of limited resources, change of values and a global economic view. The 
research project will result in a decision support model for efficient localization by integrating 
aspects from the production system portfolio, the product portfolio life cycle and manufacturing 
economic performance into a combined valuation in economic terms. The project results will 
contribute to efficient industrial methods and tool for making well founded strategic decisions 
regarding manufacturing footprint. 

  
Research on production location is conducted from a multitude of perspectives over a long time, 
which has led to improved knowledge in the area. However, the research result is extensive and 
it is relevant to review literature in order to establish an overview of the current understanding of 
important factors that should be considered during decision making. Qualitative research method 
is implicitly chosen due the research design to use literature review as the above reason.  
 

 



 

2.4 Data collection methods
 
With regard to Kumar (2005), there are two ways of data collection methods for analysing and 
answering the research’s objective and questions which are primary and secondary sources. The 
following figure shows method of data collection. 
 

Figure 5: Method of data collection

Source: Kumar, 2005 
 
According to the above figure, although there are two sources of data collection methods, the 
secondary sources are only the chosen choice. 
only one method to collect 
qualitative data. Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill (2007) cited that qualitative data is more likely to 
provide such a richness of information than quantitative data. This is a significant reason f
researchers to emphasis on qualitative data in order to achieve the research’s objective. 
 

2.4.1  Secondary data 
 
Ghauri and Gronhaug (2010) stated that secondary data is useful data. Rather than using them to 
solve research problem, the researcher
better understand and explain research problem. 
2002) added that secondary data can be a good quality source. Some cases, the secondary data 
can be used in the appropriate way rather than the first objective. Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill 
(2007) cited that most researchers use literature review since beginning of research. This 
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literature review may refer to previous studies and other related topics of study which can 
include both qualitative and quantitative data and can be used in descriptive and explanatory 
researches. The main advantages of using secondary data are (i) saving in time and money for 
searching information; (ii) less expensive; and (iii) quicker than using the primary data. 
Furthermore, secondary data is the data that already exist so the researchers are able to gather the 
data from mostly books and articles. 

 
The thesis project is based on literature studies. Mainly database comes from secondary data in 
which the information has been gathered by other researches for other objectives than the 
researcher purpose. For doing trend analysis, secondary data is necessary. “Secondary sources 
provide an excellent historical data” (Ghauri and Gronhaug, 2010). Moreover, secondary data in 
this research were gathered from extensive worldwide sources in different industries. Therefore, 
this kind of sources seems to be the most suitable source which provides facilitates cross-
cultural/international research as it is easier to compare similar or dissimilar data from two or 
more countries (Ghauri and Gronhaug, 2010).  

 
The secondary data in this review shall primarily include articles published in scientific journals. 
Articles in conference proceedings as well as books and other relevant publications may also be 
relevant sources of information. Also documentation from industrial practice could give valuable 
input. Moreover, case studies from particular companies in location decision field could provide 
richness and in-depth information to the thesis.  

 

Case Study   
 
With regard to Soy (1997) and Zainal (2007), case study can be summarized that case study (i) is 
used as a tool to investigate and explore such the complex context, situation, problem and event 
for more understanding of the researcher; (ii) is likely adding “strength to what is already known 
to previous research” and; (iii) “is considered as a robust research method particularly when a 
holistic and in-depth information is required”. According to Yin (1984, cite by Zainal, 2007), 
“the case study research method as an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary 
phenomenon within its real-life context; when the boundaries between phenomenon and context 
are not clearly evident; and in which multiple sources of evidence are used”.  

 
The usability of case study is the selection of a small number of individual cases to study. 
However, some researchers argued that the study of a small number of cases could not provide 
the reliability, validity, and/or generality of findings (Soy, 1997). Nevertheless, case study is 
continual used by many researchers and still widely available in literature review.  

 
Two research questions which are needed empirical data for answering: (i) the state of practice in 
relation to the reviewed state of research and (ii) the key areas of future research, considering the 
future requirements on product life cycle considerations, sustainability and globalization. In 
order to answer these questions and improve validity and reliability of the proposed framework, 
a secondary data collection method was used. By a structured literature search, earlier key case 
study reports were selected and studied.  
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By studies, three case study reports from three particular Swedish companies, which are 
Väderstad, Alfdex, and IKEA, these will provide richness and generalizable information to 
explore the answer of research questions, as aforementioned. Indeed, it will provide empirical 
evidence to examine the researchers’ own framework whether the models and factors of the 
researchers and the chosen companies are in the same direction. This will therefore enhance the 
validity of the framework and the research. Further details regarding these three case studies will 
be provided and discussed in “Use of models and factors in practice” in chapter 4.  
 

2.4.2  Primary data 
 
When secondary data are not sufficient to do a study, primary data is needed. Primary data is the 
information that never has been published before. It is collected by researcher’s observation or 
own experience through many ways such as survey, interview, experiment etc. Primary data is 
collected by researcher for specific objective. If the primary data published then it will become 
secondary data for the other users (Jansson and Hasselgren, 2008). Ghauri and Gronhaug (2010) 
supported that the main advantage of using primary data was that it provided more 
consistentency with research’s questions and objectives.  

 
In this report, the primary data is collected to describe the number of publications in terms of 
location models, location factors, and production location decision which has been discussed in 
following section. The primary data is also gathered to explain, analyse, and explore models and 
factors used in the case study reports, factors used in previous theoretical models, and 
categorizing existing models which will be discussed later on. However, this thesis is not 
designed to provide any empirical primary data.  
 

2.5 Time horizons 
 
Time horizon (or planning horizon or timeline) can be divided into two types which are cross-
sectional and longitudinal studies. With regard to cross-sectional study, data is gathered to help 
the researcher answers the research question (Olsen and St. George, 2004). Olsen and St. George 
added that the gathered data is collected and will be represented at only one point in time, 
whereas longitudinal study is more likely to gather the data at more than one point in time to 
answer the research question.  
  
In this thesis, data were gathered from several sources from January to May2011 to study the 
current status concerning models and factors used in production localisation decision. These data 
have been collected at one point in time. It can be concluded that this is a cross-sectional study.  
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2.6 Quality in qualitative research 

 
As aforementioned earlier, the researchers will present our own synthesis framework which will 
be used for presenting the categorisation of models and factors used for production location 
decision. This synthesis framework seems to be significant and relevant data which will be used 
to analyse in further chapter. Therefore, this research considered to apply these terms of 
reliability, validity and generalizability with this chosen synthesis framework. 
 
“The use of reliability and validity are common in quantitative research and now it is considered 
in the qualitative research paradigm” (Golafshami, 2003). For this qualitative study, reliability, 
validity and generalizability are needed. Patton (2002 cited in Bashir, Afzal and Azeem, 2008, p. 
39) supported that the researchers needed to consider the term of reliability and validity when 
doing or designing a research project.   
 
The meaning of reliability and validity were given in different perspectives by many researchers. 
With regard to reliability, Bashir, Afzal and Azeem (2008) and Golafshami (2003) both agreed 
that reliability can be concerned as ‘testing or evaluating quantitative research’ which will allow 
the researcher more understanding a situation, problem, etc. in the research. However, Stenbacka 
(2001 cited in Golafshami, 2003, p. 601) argued that “the concept of reliability is irrelevant and 
misleading in qualitative research”. By using the concept of reliability, the research study may 
probably be judged as a non-professional study. Nevertheless, Bryman and Bell (2003) would 
agree with Bashir, Afzal and Azeem (2008) and Golafshami (2003) by supporting that the term 
of reliability can be referred to the consistency of a measure of a concept which it may be used as 
criteria to judge the quality of research.   Campbell (1996 cited in Bashir, Afzal and Azeem, 
2008, p. 39) explained that the consistency of data will be accepted only if the researcher gathers 
and uses the relevant data such as “raw data, data reduction products, and process notes” in their 
studies. 
 
In this study, the researchers tried to find a lot of relevant literature reviews about models and 
factors in location decision area to re-categorize those existed models and factors in the 
researchers’ ways. This way would provide accuracy information. The more literature reviews 
are involved, the more the reliable framework are. 
 
With regard to validity, Cook and Campbell (1979 cited in Colosi, 1997) stated that “the best 
available approximation to the truth or falsity of a given inference, proposition or conclusion”. 
The concept of validity is used in wide range of research. Similar to the term of reliability, there 
are some researchers who argued to use the concept of validity in qualitative research. 
Golafshami (2003) reported that the term of validity was considered as inappropriate to 
qualitative research by some researchers. However, Stenbacka (2001 cited in Golafshami, 2003, 
p. 602) argued that “the concept of validity should be redefined for qualitative researches”.  
Nevertheless, the researchers would agree with Creswell and Miller (2000 cited in Bashir, Afzal, 
and Azeem, 2008, p.40) that the term of validity should be adapted by the researchers’ ways to 
make it more compatible with their study.  Interestingly, Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill (2007) 
said that “there are six threats that can make lack of validity of the research which are history, 
testing and instrumentation, mortality, maturation, and ambiguity”.  
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In this research, the researchers realise that ambiguity can be seen as the main threat that could 
ruin validity because some terms that use in production and logistic area are difficult to 
understand to some group of people. Therefore, by the researchers’ perception, the term 
description and explanation of models and factors will be provided in the research in order to 
reduce lack of validity.  
 
Continuing with generalizability, there are some relationship between reliability and validity, and 
generalizability. Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill (2007) defined the meaning of generalizability 
that “an external validity” or “the extent to which the research result could be applicable to other 
research”. Importantly, Golafashani (2003) and Bashir, Afzal, and Azeem (2008) both stated that 
reliability and validity are able to enhance the generalizability towards the study.  

 
In this thesis, the framework can be explored the general attitude of manufacturer or producer to 
select the location for their infrastructures. 
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3. Literature review 
 
This section review existing literatures in the location decisions area, concentrating on models 
and factors in the production and supply chain management field. Facility location and 
production location are terms that can be used interchangeably in this case.  
 
This part starts with presenting a brief historical perspective, followed by the quantitative 
analysis of the development of publications within the area. Then current status of facility 
location research is introduced by the existing categorised models, followed by proposed 
categorises, factors for categorisation, and explanation of groups and families. In addition, the 
detailed criteria of each groups and families proposed are presented. The detail of this part is 
presenting the integration of theoretical background and the result of the finding. First, 
background of classifying models and factors are followed. At the end of each section the results 
are summarised.  
 

3.1 History of production location 
 
According to the data collected, the location theory was raised in 1826 by German agriculturalist 
name Johann Heinrich von Thünen (Encyclopædia Britannica, 2011; Wikipedia, 2010). He has 
presented the relationship between transportation costs and production location. Then in 1909, 
German researcher name Alfred Webber was presented “Über den Standort der Industrien” and it 
was the begging of the study of production location (Buthe, 2006). Production location has been 
studied more than a century theory. Over the years, there has been many developments and 
arguments affected by change in environment (Lalnunmawia, 2010).  
 
Facility location is a critical part in operation research (OR). The event which could be claimed 
as the initial point of operation research is the World War II. The British military urgently 
needed to allocate the limit resources to the whole army for all operations in an effective manner. 
Many scientists were selected to do the operation research for the military by applying scientific 
approach to optimising resources, developing effective methods for using tools and solving 
tactical problems. These teams of scientists could be claimed as the first OR team. When the war 
ended and industrial boom happened, there were attempts to use this operation research from 
military to civilian sector (Hillier, F. and Lieberman, G., 2005). 
 

3.2 The trend of research in this research area 

 
In order to analyse how the research area of analysis models and factors for location decisions 
has evolved in recent years, a quantitative literature search was conducted. Location decision has 
been interested by various authors. There are significantly increasing numbers of research in this 
area every year. As the history above, trend of the research in this area does not increase only in 
number but it seems to spread out from production location to other research areas. In the past, 
location research was in only operation management or operation research but now it spread to 
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supply chain management, business research, computer science area, especially supply chain 
management (SCM).  
 
The authors would like to clarify and assure validity by using scientific resource databases like 
ScienceDirect. The keywords (location models, location factors, and production location 
decisions) have been used in the first stages of this study. The results have presented in figure 6, 
7 and 8 respectively. 
  

 
Figure 6: The publication trend, using the keywords “Location Models” 

 
 

 
Figure 7: The publication trend, using the keywords “Location Factors” 
 
The above figures showed the number of journals, books and related works in each year. The 
total number of research found, by using keywords of “Location Models” and “Location 
Factors”, since started record until 2010, had almost 1 million researches in each area. The 
results from figure 6 and 7 showed the trends of the study gradually increased since 1993 till 
2000 and steadily increased since 2001 till 2010. 
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Figure 8: The publication trend, using keywords “Production Location Model and 

Factors” 

 
For more specific search, more keywords were used (Production location decision) and presented 
in figure 8. The result of figure 8 shows similarly direction trends with figure 6 and 7. Moreover, 
there were fourteen per cent of total location research area are location decision research and 
forty  per cent are production location decision and the remaining are for other areas such as 
SCM, computer network and etc.  
 
The result of the trend support recent researches on Global location trend (IBM, 2010) and 
Location decisions (EMCC, 2008) make authors see that the research trend was driven from the 
world economy, changed in technology and environment issued. The existing models were 
seriously challenged from the above reason. Change in world economic, technology and 
environment have forced researchers and companies to rethink their method about decision 
making on location. When variable of models change then the models were not efficient and 
realistic as their designed. Therefore, this trend became an initial point of these research 
problems. 
 

3.3 Introducing the current status of facility location 
 
Facility location decision is a critical part of planning which is under operation research. 
Companies can face facility location problems in different situations such as enlarging an 
existing facility, opening a new one or relocating a facility (Farahani, SteadieSeifi and Asgari, 
2010). Companies have normally set up at least one objective to consider in the location 
problem, in most cases to optimise cost and profit. Researchers and companies have formulated 
methods that are called models, to solve this problem and dealing with the massive number of 
applications in the business and public sector, resulting in variety of models’ categories (Klose 
and Drexl, 2005). Location models are widely formulated to cover the whole range in complexity 
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from simple linear to non-linear probabilistic models (Klose and Drexl, 2005). Moreover, the key 
factor which the companies have to consider is, as Yang and Lee (1997) states “Various location 
decision models have been developed to conduct comparative evaluation of potential location 
sites through examining related location factors and site requirements”, is the location factor. 
Location factors play the important role of helping decision makers in analysing the possible 
options and lead them to make proper decision.  

 
Before going into detail in this part, the steps in production location decisions are introduced.  
Checherenkova (2008), Heck (1999) and Schmenner (1982) presented a scheme for production 
location decision divided into five steps as in Figure 9. Other researchers have presented other 
steps in production location decisions such as Bergeron (2005) and Yang and Lee (1997), in 
which six steps for production location decision were defined. The number of steps is not a 
matter, as the concept is the same and the input and output are similar as well. 

 
 

Figure 9: The steps in production location decisions 

Source: Checherenkova (2008) 
 

Models and factors are used by planning teams from the beginning of the decision process. Then 
planners set parameters on the variables (factors) in the same step or at a later step, depending on 
the models and information condition.  
 

3.4 Existing categories of models and factors 

 
This section presents a review of the comprehensive and multidisciplinary literature of location 
decisions. Fourteen literature reviews were found which have categorised existing models into 
groups in different ways. The fourteen literature reviews have classified the models according to 
Table 4. The reason to show the categorization of existing models is that, all relevant model 
types, concerning production location decisions, are presented in these reviews. Therefore this 
section shows existing model types concerned with location decisions and next section shows 
model types classified according to a proposed structure. Each of fourteen literatures has been 
explained in details which included objective, categorized purpose and how models have been 
categorised (group and family of models). 
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Table 4: Classifying the existing models 

Authors Model Types 

1. Farahani, SteadieSeifi, and Asgari (2010) 1. Multi objective  
2. Multi attribute  

2. Melo, Nickel and  
Saldanha-da-Gamm (2009) 

1. Uncapacitated facility location  
2. Capacitated facility location  

3. Thanh, Bostel and Péton (2008) 1. Static  
2. Dynamic 

4. Klose and  Drexl (2005) 
 

1. Metric calculation 
2. Distance minimization  
3. Sourcing 
4. Stage 
5. Commodity  
6. Demand flexibility  
7. Time horizon 
8. Data reliability  
9. Demand measuring 

5. Barahona and Chudak (2005) 
 

1. Capacitated facility location  
2. Uncapacitated facility location   

6. Galvão (2004) 
 

1. Capacitated facility location  
2. Uncapacitated facility location   

7. Rhim, Ho and Karmarkar (2003) 
 

1. Single entrant location  
2. Multiple entrants location  

8. Canel, Khumawala, Law and Loh (2001) 
 

1. Static  
2. Dynamic 
3. Single stage location  
4. Multi-stage location 

9. Jayaraman and Ross (2000) 
 

1. Strategic  
2. Operation  

10. Beamon (1998) 
 

1. Deterministic  
2. Stochastic 
3. Economic 
4. Simulation  

11. Owen and Daskin (1998) 
 

1. Static, deterministic  
2. Dynamic , stochastic 

12. Vidal and Goetschalckx (1997) 
 

1. Domestic strategic production distribution 
2. International strategic production distribution  

13. Current, Ratick and ReVelle (1997) 
 

1. Static  
2. Dynamic  

14. Current, Min and Schilling (1990) 1. Cost minimization 
2. Demand oriented 
3. Profit maximization  
4. Environmental concern 

  
  

Farahani, SteadieSeifi, and Asgari (2010) have reviewed literatures within the location decision 
area and they have categorised the existing models into two groups: Multi-objective and Multi 
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attribute. Furthermore they divided Multi-objective group into two sub groups which are Bi-
objective model and K-objective model (K ≥ 3). The reason for investigating bi-objectives 
separately from k-objective is that the total number of researches using bi-objective is more than 
K-objective and bi-objective has become of particular consideration in the research area. This 
review concentrated on a tighter scope of facility location and aimed to see the trend of using 
multi criteria decision making (MCDM) techniques to solve location problem. They viewed that 
MCDM techniques could be used for all types of facility location models. In addition, MCDM 
techniques have been considered as combination of the multi attribute decision making and multi 
objective decision making. Finally their research presented the trend of criteria that needed to be 
considered in the future, which consisted of reliability, stochastic and robustness, sustainability, 
network design, supply chain and game theory. 
 
Location decision is a long-term strategic planning effort, affecting activities of companies. 
Thanh, Bostel and Péton (2008) present quantitative tools for both strategic and tactical decision 
making on location problems such as opening, closing, or expanding of facility, supplier 
selection and logistics system. They categorize the existing models into two groups: dynamic and 
static. Moreover, they spread out each group into thirteen families: deterministic, stochastic, 
inventory, modular capacities, mono-echelon, multi-echelon, closing/reopening, external 
suppliers, bill of materials, transportation, international network, relocation and budget 
constraint. All families were selected due to their influence on strategic and tactic decisions. 
Thanh et al. selected literature using dynamic or static models as reference in their effort in 
creating their own dynamic model that could cope with location problems. 
 
Distribution system has been considered as a core component of supply chain. The problem of 
locating distribution centre and allocating customers are the key points of distribution system 
design. To cope with many applications in the business world, Klose and Drexl (2005) developed 
a group of models called location-allocation models. They have categorised existing models into 
nine types (Figure 10). Network location model and discrete location model or mixed-integer 
programming model are the first classification, which were grouped by shape or topography of 
the set of potential plants. The second category is consisted of minsum model and minmax 
model. Different objectives and service groups are the key distinguishing criteria, while minsum 
is designed for private companies; minmax model pays attention to public sectors. If the capacity 
constraint of potential sites is focused, the third type, single-sourcing model and multiple-
sourcing model are suitable. The forth category is dedicated to single-stage and multi-stage 
models. If the demand, cost and capacity for several products can be summarized as a single 
homogeneous product, it is called single-product models and vice versa. The next classification 
is based on the nature of demand in the model, inelastic and elastic. The seventh classification, 
static models optimize system performance for one representative period, by contrast, dynamic 
models reflect data within a given planning period. Difference between the eighth category, 
deterministic models and probabilistic models, is the certainty of input as deterministic deal with 
the certain inputs. The last group is the classic and combined location/routing models, which 
measures the quality of demand allocation between supply and demand points. In classic models, 
supply side serves the demand location using a single delivery trip. Thus, if a delivery trip is 
made to more than one demand location, delivery cost for each pair of demand and supply 
cannot be determined, so it is considered combined location/routing models. 
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Figure 10: The structure of location-allocation models 

Source: Klose and Drexl, 2005 
 
Barahona and Chudak, (2005) have investigated the optimum solutions for large-scale facility 
location with the objective of making decisions at the minimum cost and focused on two variants 
of the facility location models; capacitated facility location problem (CFLP) and uncapacitated 
facility location problem (UFLP). The condition of each potential facility of the capacitated 
facility location problem is having certain supplies and demand. The objective of capacitated 
problem is to minimize the overall cost, which is the fixed cost of opening the facilities, plus the 
total transportation cost, and avoiding conflict with capacity constraints. Uncapacitated facility 
location problem is simpler than the former one as they consider infinite supply in all facilities 
sites.  

 
Galvão, (2004), classified existing location problems into two groups that are uncapacitated and 
capacitated. The objective was to review the contribution in the field of uncapacitated facility 
location problems, capacitated problems is not further analysed in that review. Galvão, (2004) 
has categorised uncapacitated facility location problems into six families by used difference 
criteria to classify them. The first family used objective function as criteria that has minisum and 
minimax as family of models. The second family considered time horizon as criteria which has 
dynamic and static as family of models. And the last family has considered the existence of 
hierarchical relationships among the facilities and on the inclusion (he did not count stochastic 
elements in his formulation) as criteria that has probabilistic and deterministic as family of 
models. Galvão, (2004) has assumed that each facility location can produce and delivery 
unlimited quantities of the commodity under consideration. 
Rhim, Ho and Karmarkar (2003) have reviewed existing models and tried to answer how 
companies should select their facility location within competitive environments with the use of 
numerical techniques. This model aims to analyse facility location decision in a competitive 
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market condition. Then they have classified existing models by considering the number of 
entrance in the location and strategic variable in the entrance history. Single entrant model and 
multiple entrants’ model are classified under assumption of single stage production. There are 
two families of models under multi entrant model that are fixed entry and free entry. In the single 
entrant model, changing location decision is not allowed for the existing firms that have already 
entered the market. This condition is created to prevent the changing of existing firms effecting 
to the decision of the single entering, while multi entrants model can either have determined 
fixed number of entrants (exogenously) and unrestricted number of entrants (endogenously). 
From a strategic perspective, these models show the problems of the lack of guarantee 
equilibrium for the case of simultaneous entry and absence of advantage for the first mover when 
the new players locate in the same area with the early entrant. 

 
One of the facility location problems is to expand pre-existing location. Related literature to this 
topic is referred to by Canel, Khumawala, Law and Loh (2001). They define two types of 
transportation cost, inbound (from factories to facilities) and outbound (from facilities to demand 
points). Most of the problems aim to reduce these two costs and also the operating costs. Multi-
stage facility location problem can cope up with the planning during a long time horizon that is 
more than one period; these kinds of models are named ‘dynamic’. By contrast, the planning that 
covers a single horizon was called static model. Dynamic problems are normally considered as 
the core of capacity expansion and play a significant role when facing market change conditions 
over time. This problem involves decisions on how many facilities to open, where to locate them, 
and how to allocate the production of each facility in each period. 
 
Jayaraman and Ross (2000) present PLOT (production, logistics, outbound and transportation) 
design system derived for a logistics company managing products for local distribution. PLOT is 
formulated and has same criteria as mixed integer programming and it is designed to work with 
models that have high degree of user interaction. Jayraman and Ross have defined PLOT system 
based on a classic distribution network problem, then categorize existing models related to these 
problems into two groups: strategic models and operation models, which were classified under 
characteristics such as multiple commodity families, central manufacturing site, more than one 
distribution centre, outlet and cross-dock sites (warehouse employ logistics strategy), which 
demand large amounts and different varieties of products. Strategic models are reused as a basic 
decision making process of selecting the best site of facility location. It issued for deciding when 
distribution network need to be opened and functional in any given time period but it can be run 
only once during the given time because of the nature of decision making process. Operational 
model is designed for considering the required quantity of product family that need to be 
transferred from manufacturers to warehouse, to the distribution centre and to customer outlets. 
Operational model could find the optimum flow of products from place to place, thus in order to 
run operational model the users need to open required number of warehouse and cross-docks 
from strategic model. Operational model is not suitable for operation maker to make operation 
decision on location like strategic model but it proves the efficiency of operation or decision. 
Both models aim to minimize fixed cost, transportation cost and carrying cost but operational 
model also consider quantity of products flow. 
Beamon (1998) showed the supply chain process in his research that consists of five stages. 
According to the modelling approach, the multi-stage model in supply chain design and analysis 
can be classified into four categories. The first and the second model defined by the known and 
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unknown variable so they are named deterministic analytical model and stochastic analytical 
model. By following assumption of probability distribution, stochastic has at least one unknown 
variable. In contrast, all variables are known in deterministic models. The remaining two models 
are economic and simulation. Economic models are used to consider each relationship in supply 
chain relationship matrix. Simulation models are used to evaluate the effects of existing 
strategies and to select the one which is the most effective in making demand stable. The criteria 
that Beamon used to categorise existing model is the nature of the inputs and the objective of this 
study is to review literature in supply chain design and analysis, especially modelling and 
identifying a research itinerary for future study. 

 
Owen and Daskin, (1998) have indicated that facility location is a significant aspect of strategic 
planning for a company. The position of warehouse or relocation of infrastructures which cities 
need, expand along with environmental factors’ change, are the big challenges to strategic 
planning. Then they have described the complexity of location decisions problems and narrow 
most of the facility location decision area to four groups of location models, which are static, 
deterministic, dynamic and stochastic. All of them have been classified by consideration of time 
and uncertainty. For static and deterministic, all inputs are known quantities, and outputs are 
specified as one-time decision values. However, these models are not able to meet the need of 
those possess inherent uncertainties, especially when making strategic decisions in real world. 
On the other hand, both stochastic programming and dynamic formulations formalize complexity 
and uncertainty of problems in real-world, and consider time aspect of real-world problem 
respectively. Dynamic model is used to locate facility over a particular time horizon in an 
optimal manner. Then, they used the number of location and input parameter criteria to 
categorise dynamic model into two groups that are dynamic single facility location models and 
dynamic multi facility location models. They also emphasized on dynamic group that dynamic 
location model should be used for finding optimal of first period solution for the problem over an 
infinite horizon, instead of using it to determine location and/or relocation for the whole period. 
Stochastic has been used as determinant of robust facility location which will perform well.  This 
group is also categorised into two families that are probabilistic approach and scenario planning 
approach that any number of system parameter might be taken as uncertain. Probabilistic models 
have considered random variable, while scenario planning models have considered possible 
future variable. 

 
Vidal and Goetschalckx (1997) reviewed existing location models by emphasising on mixed 
integer program (MIP), and they classified models into two groups; domestic and international 
strategic production distribution models. They have defined the requirements need to be 
determined in both models; the number of locations and their capacity, type of manufacturing 
plants and warehouse, supplier availability, available of transportation mode, amount of products 
of each transportation, amount of inventory for raw material, work in process product and finish 
goods. Domestic strategic model is determined for single country or a unified group of country, 
while international strategic model is determined for multi countries that include global 
conditions too. Moreover, the variables in international model are difficult to predict and 
coordinate than domestic model, especially the qualitative and uncertainty factors such as tax, 
politic and infrastructure. The transportation information and cash flow are more important and 
difficult to deal with in international model than domestic model. 
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In the earlier research of Current et al. (1997), dynamic model was defined incorporate with 
time. These models always resulted in a plan for opening and closing facilities at specific time. 
Furthermore, location reflected changes of parameters over time. These kinds of models were 
always referred as explicitly dynamic models. Other location model was static, or in the other 
name, implicitly dynamic models. In static models, all facilities would keep open till the end of 
planning horizon, while the parameter of these models have changed over the time that users 
needed to consider for the effect of this change in the beginning stage of location decision 
process. Owen and Daskin, (1998) and Current et al., (1997) have the same criteria (difference in 
usage objectives) to classified the existing location model into static and dynamic models and the 
reason why Current et al., did not mention much about deterministic and stochastic has explained 
in Owen and Daskin as above.  

 
Current et al. (1990) state that minimized cost is the primary objective for facility location 
decision makers. However, other objectives also have influenced on the final decision. As a 
result, there is a growing recognition that many facility location problems are Multi-objective. In 
literatures which concentrated on facility location models, they found that most of the criteria 
models could be sorted, based on the objective of cost minimization, into four categories: 
distance minimization, demand oriented, profit maximization and environmental concern. 
Obviously, in many cases, cost minimization is same type of models with profit maximization. 
However, these categories are stated in the way that well represented their theoretical than 
mathematical approach to the problem. These four groups of model contained twenty five 
families of models as sub-groups. The cost minimization has thirteen families that most of them 
are cost models but some of them are distance model. And remain three groups have four 
families in each group (for more detail in each family, see appendix A).  

3.5 Categorize the models and describe how to group the models 

and family the factors 

 

The previous section presented literature on existing location decision models during the recent 
two decades and presented the way the models are categorized. Most reviews categorise existing 
models based on the author’s purpose, such as categorising the models to find the opportunity to 
create new models (Thanh, Bostel and Péton, 2008; Jayaraman and Ross, 2000).Others have 
classified the model to see the trend and review the different types of existing models (Klose and 
Drexl, 2005; Beamon, 1998) and others have classified the existing model to measure their 
strategy performance (Rhim, Ho and Karmarkar, 2003; Vidal and Goetschalckx, 1997).  
According to the objective of this thesis, which is to review the current status concerning models 
and factors, this section categorises location decision models based on the nature of location 
problems and factors that are categorised based work function area. Location model is 
categorised and explained first and follow with factors. 
 
 

3.5.1  Categorizing the models 
 
For the models, elements have been defined within location issues, considered in location 
decision models as factors. The kinds of factors that can be counted into consideration and how 
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to categorize them are interpreted in this section. The existing location models have been 
categorised into two groups, analytic and strategic and both of them have the same objectives 
which are to minimise cost and maximise profit. Thus, the difference among analytic and 
strategic model is the used objective (see Figure 11).  
 

 
Figure 11: The framework of models classifying 

 
After the companies have defined the problem (see Figure 9) and decided to establish a new 
manufacturing facility, the planner needs tools to solve the problems which can be measured. 
Then location models are used as a tool to analyse the possible choice through its variables 
which are location factors.  
 
Base on the types of factors, quantitative and qualitative, there are two method to solve location 
problems by models, quantitative and qualitative. Analytic model prefer to use quantitative way 
to evaluate performance of facilities and calculate profit for business organizations. At the 
beginning of location issue research, simple supply chain and crude manufacturing operation 
make the variables in location decision invariable and the solutions were made for problems by 
time point. However, with the rapid development of manufacturing industry and supply chain 
management, the types of product, both non-objective and objective, turn to be huge. As a result, 
multiformity is reflected in variable and strategy. Regarding to these, analytic models can be 
divided into five families (see Figure 11), because of the nature and requirement of location 
issue. There are dynamic, static, deterministic, stochastic and economic models. Investing in a 
facility could be costly, so the pre-study of the investment risk is a significant aspect for location 
decision. Therefore, there is another family of analytic models: economic models and the detail 
of these five families will be discussed in next section.  
 
For the diverse choice on the development direction and also consider the coverage and function 
of analytic models in production location, strategic models are a complemented model group of 
analytic models. Strategic models, just as the name implies, is a strategy decision tool, that is, 
strategic models combine with analytic results with other strategic elements, such as objectives 
of location, the complexity of facility system and the type of product flowing in supply chain, 
and account them into consideration, then decision maker will refer to the final result and make a 
proper strategic or future develop direction on location for company. Strategic models also have 
families of models, and there are six families belong to this models which are single/multi 
commodity, single/multi stage and single/multi objective.  
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Generally, the solutions of models can be sorted into two types: qualitative and quantitative. It 
simply defines quantitative method as using mathematical formulation, while qualitative method 
pays more attention on ranking the performance and value of factors. Regarding our two model 
groups, analytic models use more quantitative method and strategic models prefer to use 
qualitative method. However, it is difficult to say that there are strict rules to distinguish these 
two methods’ application on location groups. Qualitative and quantitative are always mutually 
complementary; the results from quantitative method are the evidence supporting qualitative 
analysis, while, qualitative analysis result is the basic theory for quantitative analysis. In a word, 
selecting solution depends on the requirements of locations. The detail of each group and family 
of models are explained in next section.  
 

3.5.2  Categorizing the factors 
 
The right location selection can be occurred from the appropriateness of decision making that 
depends mainly on what location factors are selected, analysed and evaluated (Yang and Lee, 
1997). From reviewing thirty-one literatures about location decision, the authors found that there 
are a huge number of locations factors that are important variables on location selection and most 
of them have a major influence on location decision. While unimportant factors which are not 
sensitive to site selection and those insignificant or less powerful to affect degree of factor 
achievement will be recognised and not considered. There were many researches (see Figure 7) 
that studied location factors and generally these can be grouped into many categories for many 
purposes. It was difficult to show the classification of all the researches, so five researches have 
been selected. Goetschalckx, Vidal, and Dogan (2002) have classified location factors from 
seven published strategic logistic models into four categories: stochastic features, taxation and 
cash flow features, non-international features and trade barriers. Farahani, SteadieSeifi, and 
Asgari, 2010 have categorised location factors on the criteria used in multi-objective into six 
groups: cost, environment risk, coverage, service level and effectiveness, profit and other 
criteria. Ferdows (1997) has presented the drivers behind global spread of production which 
classified location factors into six categories: government policies, market, skill and knowledge, 
risk, competition and production and logistics cost. Bergeron, 2005 has classified factors in her 
site selection model into four groups: geography and culture, environment, workforce and cost 
and ROI. Galan, Gonzalez-Benito and Zunga-Vincente, (2007) have grouped location factors 
into five categories which are cost factors, market factors, infrastructure and technical factors, 
political and legal factors and social and cultural factors. 
 
Apart from the above five samples on classification, factors can be categorised into easy group 
like quantitative and qualitative categories. The quantitative is used for numerical values (for 
example cost, distance and revenue), while qualitative which is non-quantifiable is used for 
factors that cannot be measured in number such as policy, law and quality of work environment 
(Yang and Lee, 1997). Product life cycle stage has also been addressed as criteria to categorise 
factors that are in the early stage, companies will often start produce product in the head quarter 
or research and development section. In contrast, at the end of product life, companies will often 
locate the facility close to the market.  
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The primary focus of this research is to study the current status concerning models and factors 
used in production location decision rather than study methods of models or factors. In order to 
classify factors, the authors have divided existing factors into groups of factors and each group in 
families of factors (which are similar to sub groups). The existing factors, to be gathered, can be 
categorised into six groups; supply chain management, commercial management, production 
system, human resource management, legal, and finance management. Work function areas are 
used as criteria for classifying these factors. Supply chain management represents procurement 
and logistics activities, which are responsible for purchasing, transportation, inventory and 
subcontracts. Commercial management is activity of sales and marketing activities which deal 
with customer, market and business.  Production system is the third group of factors that 
concerns everything about products, production process, maintenance and quality of products, 
and working condition. Human resource management group concerns about employee, while 
Legal group concerns about law and regulation. Financial management is group of factors which 
concern about finance and accounting. See more detail in Figure 12. 
 

 
Figure 12: The frame work of factors classifying 

 
Classifying factors by work function can lead a user to see the important areas which have an 
influence on location decision and it is as well helpful to see the overview of the location project, 
preventing the mistake of missing the point and prevent users from ignoring the small points.  
Moreover, location factors, such as tax, government policy and business incentive tend to change 
rapidly in today`s situation. These changes can be the source of challenge and create opportunity 
to the companies or users in both local and global areas by affecting the marketing, planning and 
production and management strategies of the companies and lead them to reconsider the perfect 
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decision or their facility location. Moreover, this categorised group and family of factors can 
help a user to see the trend and adaptation from time to time. For example, some factors may be 
important for a period of time but has not been considered in the current situation.  
 
Within each group, there are families of factors (similar to sub group). The factor families within 
each group have the same general criteria as the group or relate to the work function in that 
group. For example, human resource management group has labour cost, labour skill, life 
environment, labour availability/reliability and proximity to head quarter. The family of factors 
have covered the existing factors of their group. For example labour cost, labour skill, labour 
availability / reliability, life environment and proximity to head quarter are family factors in 
human resource management group. Each family of factors have their own criteria such as labour 
costs are wage, salary, compensation, bonus, welfare, social welfare and others cost that 
company paid for its employee.  
 
Furthermore, the number of group and families are considered so they are not too wide or too 
narrow. There are six groups and twenty six families. The six groups of factors cover the 
functions within a company, while the twenty six families of factors cover the existing factors 
which relate to their own group. 
 

3.6 Explain each group and family of model 
 
From previous section, the existing models generally conclude all location models as two groups, 
analytic and strategic. In this section, the classification of models is explained more detail by 
interpreting several sub-models (family of models).  
 

3.6.1  Analytic models 
 
Referring to Figure 11, authors come out with five families for analytic models, which are 
 
� Dynamic 
� Static 
� Stochastic 
� Deterministic 
� Economic  
 
Dynamic and Static 
In analytic models, the nature of location problems is considered. The problems with static 
nature are those which solve a series of problems for specific time points. In practice, decisions 
about facility locations are made on a long-term basis and factors influencing such decisions vary 
over time. Particularly, demand and cost structures may change, but relocation and/or re-
dimensioning of facilities can be quite costly. In order to cope with such issues dynamic location 
models have been designed (Klose & Drexl, 2005). Dynamic models attempt to locate facilities 
over a specified time horizon. The early models for location problems under industrial contexts 
did refer to the supply of a single product from a set of potential location, where facilities may be 
placed, to demand sites, at minimum costs. There are a great number of mathematical models 
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proposed for this problem. For example, Simple Plant Location Problem and p-Median problem 
was two of them, which were raised decades ago. These two problems were of a static nature 
(Galvão, 2004). Nowadays, with the fast developments of information technologies, the modern 
economic activities has been led to shorter product life cycles, smaller lot sizes and very dynamic 
customer behaviour in terms of preferences. These aspects have contributed to growing demand 
uncertainty (Melo, Nickel & Saldanha-da-Gama, 2009).  
 
Deterministic and Stochastic 
Because of the nature of models, secondly, parameters which value is evaluated by models also 
are demonstrated as certainty and uncertainty, in order to match with natures of models. 
Consequently, two classifications, deterministic and stochastic, are raised. Owen and Daskin 
(1998) mentioned that deterministic inputs are constant and known quantities. On the other hand, 
all the stochastic parameters are taken as uncertain. Moreover, there are two approaches for 
stochastic parameters, probabilistic and scenario planning. Probabilistic approach considers 
random variables, while later one considers the possible future variables. 
 
Economic 
The investments for a new facility location could be huge. The investor is concerned with the 
return on capital and the benefits from the investment. In order to handle these issues, economic 
model have been developed. Economic models are identified as consisting of payback, rate of 
return and benefit/cost ratio. All these three use quantitative method to represent solutions, but 
these economic models have their own formulation to follow, that is, they don’t belong to those 
basic problems above. The key point of payback is the time period: to calculate how long time is 
required to return the initial investment. The shorter the payback period, the better the location is. 
Calculating the payback time is a useful measured method of the attractiveness of the investment. 
In finance, the rate of return also was known as return of investment, return of profit or 
sometimes just return. Rate of return indicate the ratio of gain and lost money. It always shows 
as a percentage. The last sub-family of economic models is benefit/cost ratio. It expresses the 
value of benefit and cost. A successful investment is identified when benefit and cost is 
compared in equivalent terms and measured at the same point, and then, the value of benefit 
exceeds the value of cost. In the potential sites, the one that has the highest ratio should be 
selected (Checherenkova, 2008). 
 
As mentioned before, analytic models mainly use quantitative method, that is, refer to 
mathematic formulations. The entire math problems apply by quantitative method can be 
basically concluded into Weber problem, uncapacitated plant location problem, the P-median 
problem, the set covering problem, (Current, Min & Schilling, 1990). In addition, these 
formulations are mainly used by dynamic and stochastic families. And then, these mathematic 
formulations will be clarified as follow: 
 
� Weber problem. The objective is to minimize the sum of distances between the facilities and 

m given demand points. Single-source Weber problem (SWP) and multi-source Weber 
problem (MWP) are used to optimize the problem. Current, Min & Schilling (1990) denote 
the sum of distance wkdk(x, y) and k demand points located in (ak, bk).  
 

v (SWP)=min∑ w���� d�
x, y�, where dk(x,y)=�
x � a��� � 
y � b��� 
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v
MWP� � min∑ ∑ �w�d��x�, y����
� !��� z��, 

 
s.t.∑ z�� � 1      %k � K,�

� !  

 
z�� � B, %k � K, j �1,…,p, 

 
x,y� R, 

 
MWP can be modelled as the non-linear mixed-integer problem where B=+0,1- and zkj equal 1 if 
demand point k is assigned to facility j. 
 
� Uncapacitated problem. Uncapacitated facility location problem (UFLP) only considers the 

trade-off between fixed operating and variable delivery cost. The mathematic description of 
the problem is showed as following: 
 

v(UFLP) � min∑ ∑ c��z�� � ∑ f�y���0��0��� , 
 

s.t. ∑ z�� � 1��0 %k � K, 
 

z�� � y� 1 0  %k � K, j � J, 
 

0 1 z�� 1 1, 0 1 y� 1 1    %k � K, j � J, 
 

y� � 3     %j � J, 
 

� P-median problem. P-median problem which works for the network location models is 
similar to the continuous multi-source Weber problem. P-median problem is described that 
the location of p facilities are depicted by graph and the sum of distances between nodes and 
the facility located nearest is minimized. Hakimi (1964, 1965) has announced that concave 
distance functions are enough to restrict the set of potential sites to the set of nodes. The 
following notation is necessary: 
 
K = index the set of nodes, 
J = index the set of potential facilities, J 4 K 
w�d��= index the weighted distance between node k and j,  

y� = index a binary decision variable being equal to 1 if node j is chosen as a facility (0, 
otherwise), 
x��= index a binary decision variable reflecting the assignment of demand node k to the 
potential site j. Then, 

v
PMP� � min55�w�d���
��0���

z�� 
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s. t.   ∑ z����0 � 1           %k � K,      (1) 
 

z�� � y� 1 0      %k � K, j � J, 
 

5y� � p
��0

, 
 

z��, y� � 3      %k � K, %j � J, 
 

� Covering problem. The objective of p-centre problem is to locate p facilities; as a result the 
maximum distance is minimized. Different from p-median problem, the set of potential 
facilities sites to the set of nodes cannot be restricted because the maximum of concave 
distance function is not concave distance function any more. On the other hand, it’s possible 
to consider a finite set of points in the optimization model. Current, Min & Schilling (1990) 
denote these points as q, while q is the point between two nodes, consequently, the weighted 
distance w:d:;between q and node i� K equals to the weighted distance w�d�;between q 
and another node k� K. Let J index the set of points q, then we get the p centre problem: 
 

v(PCP)= min r 
 

s.t.     r � w�d��z�� = 0  %k � K, 
 

5z��
��0

� 1%k � K, 
 

z�� � y� 1 0   %k � K, j � J, 
 

5y� � p,
��0

 

 
z��, y� � 3     %k � K, %j � J, 

 
The p-centre problems are discussed in above model can be developed deeper to a sequence 
of covering problem. Current, Min & Schilling (1990) start with a given setS 4 J, |S| 1 p, of 
centres with radiusr � max���min��@Aw�d��B. Then Current, Min & Schilling (1990) have 
covering model 

 
v (SCP)� min∑ y�,��0  

 
s.t. ∑ a��y� = 1          %k � K,��0  
                         y� � 3    %j � J, 
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With a�� � 1 for w�d�� C D and a�� � 0 for w�d�� = r computers a set of at most p centres with 
a radius smaller than r or shows that no such set exists. 
 

3.6.2  Strategic models 
 
Facility location decisions are ubiquitous. They are made by individuals, firms and government 
agencies. They have a major influence on the ability of firms to compete in the market place. 
Nowadays, because of the complexity of business operation, an advisable strategy can increase 
the competitive capability of company. These complexities, on the other hand, make the location 
topic more popular than before. There are four reasons, which involve location issue into 
consideration: First, a company extends its activity to new geographical area. The choices 
between open a new facility or enlarge the existing one is another problem when the product 
capacity is fulfilled. Third, solutions for an obsolete facility can be chosen between renovating 
and replacing by a new one. Along with the product life cycle, restructuring facility is necessary 
when demands are declining. Last, the merger of two companies also involving facility 
relocation (Thanh, Bostel & Péton, 2008). As mentioned in 3.2, beside the results from analytic 
models, strategic models have to consider decisions based on the objectives of location, 
complexity of facility system and the type of product flowing in supply chain. As a result, 
authors conclude some families in strategic models: 
 
� Single/Multi-objectives 
� Single/Multi-stages 
� Single/Multi-commodities  
 
Single/Multi-objectives 

The first concern of strategic models is objective of location. A location decision could have one 
or more objectives. In this thesis, the model, which considers more than one objective, is called 
multi-objective. Otherwise, it was called single-objective model. Single objective used be 
researched, but it cannot totally fit for modern manufacturing industry, in other words, it is an 
out dated location model. Multi-objective is a new well-known nature of facility location 
(Current, Min & Schilling, 1990). Much more literatures discuss the multi-objectives facility 
location.  
 
Current et.al (1990) concluded four objectives for location: cost minimization, demand oriented, 
profit maximization and environmental concern.  
 
Current and Ratick (1995) discuss a multi-objective models to assist decision makers in the 
hazardous materials facilities location. They proposed that there are five objectives for this kind 
of facility location. They are (1) minimize the total risk associated with transportation, (2) 
minimize the total risk with facility location, (3) minimize the maximum exposure to transport 
risk by any individual, (4) minimize the maximum facility risk faced by any individual and (5) 
minimize the total transportation and facility costs.  
Farahani et al. (2010) represent the objectives as follow: Minimizing the total setup cost, 
minimizing the longest distance from the existing facilities, minimizing fixed cost, minimizing 
total annual operating cost, maximizing service, minimizing average time/ distance travelled, 
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minimizing maximum time/ distance travelled, minimizing the number of located facilities and 
maximizing responsiveness.  
 
Melachrinoudis et al. (1995) developed a multi-objective model for dynamic location which has 
four objectives: minimize total cost during the planning horizon, minimize a measure of risk to 
nearby population centres during the planning horizon, minimize a measure of risk to nearby 
ecosystems during the planning horizon and minimize a measure of the maximum risk on any 
individual during any period of the planning horizon.  
 
Based on this literature, four groups of objectives can be concluded for facility location: 
 

� Minimize the total cost. Resulting from the nature of cost, there are mainly 
two kinds of categories of cost: fixed and variable. Fixed cost includes 
setup cost and start-up cost. Variable cost can be transportations, 
production, services, distribution, logistics, waste disposal, maintenance 
and environmental cost. Among so many costs, the highest cost is 
transportation, and setup cost is the second highest cost. Sum of all these 
costs are called total cost. (Farahani, Steadieseifi & Asgari, 2010). Cost 
minimization is a classic objective of facility location. In some early 
research, cost minimization was described into the other alternatives. For 
instance, minimization of total distance and minimization of the total 
number of facilities located (Current, Min & Schilling, 1990). 

 
� Demand oriented. In modern business structure, short life cycle and 

dynamic ordering system turns to be a popular trend. Demand oriented 
model means the location of facilities should near to markets, or near to 
raw material. This will depend on the type of industry. 

 
� Environmental concerning. The weight of “Green”, recently, accounts for a 

great proportion in consideration, when decision maker select the locations 
of facilities. Environmental risk include transportation risk, natural risk, 
waste disposal risk (Farahani, Steadieseifi & Asgari, 2010).In addition to 
this, working environment is important to operators, that is, convenient, 
safe and pleasing to the eye and mind. 

 
� Maximum service. There are two main kinds of product in market, 

functional products, for example, household electrical appliances, and 
service product, for example, restaurants. Customers of them received 
different services. For the former one retailer provide after sale service and 
get feedback from customers, namely this service A; for the later one, the 
product itself is service, namely this service B. Service A was required as 
fast, persistent and convenient; service B was required as effective and 
wide range available. Consequently, when production facility location 
concerned maximum service part, above information should be considered 
carefully. 
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In addition, besides the objectives above, over these years, one of the most popular corporate 
growth strategies has been recognized as globalization. One significant reason has made this 
trend is the saturation of existing markets where the company currently situated. International 
expansion provides new market and opportunities. The strength and weakness of operating an 
international business are apparently, the result of choosing a good facility site which can 
balance them well. Because of lacking enough correct understanding of new business 
environment, bad decision on location always is the reason of international business failure 
(Hoffman and Schniederjans, 1996). In the same literature, several important issues related to 
global expansion are raised: 
 

� The firm must deal with multiple political, economic, legal, social and 
cultural environments as well as various rates of change within each of 
them. 

� Interaction between the national and foreign environments are complex 
because of national sovereignty issues and widely differing economic and 
social conditions 

� Geographical separation, cultural and national differences, and variations 
in business practices all tend to make communication between 
headquarters and overseas affiliates difficult 

� Analysis of present and future competition may be more difficult to 
undertake in a number of countries because of differences in industrial 
structure and business practices 

� The degree of significant economic, marketing and other information 
required for planning varies a great deal among countries in availability, 
depth, and reliability. 

 
Single/Multi-stage 
The second concern is the stage or the level of facilities. For example, in Klose and Drexl’s 
(2005) research, facilities of a distribution system are described making from several 
hierarchically levels. Sometimes, “hierarchy” is used to describe the problem of location 
decisions for different type facilities in multi-stage system (Şahin and Süral, 2007).First of all, 
considering the customer or/and goods flow in multi-stage system. Single flow starts from 
demand site, pass through all levels and end at the highest levels. Multi-flow can be started from 
any lower (higher) level to any higher (lower) level. So the location decision of later one is more 
complex. Secondary, referring to service varieties, a higher level facility in nested facility system 
provides all the services provided by a lower level facility and at least one extra service. By 
contrast, facilities in non-nested facility system provide different services from each other (Şahin 
and Süral, 2007).  
 
AHP is one of the most famous examples of multi-stage models. An AHP (Analytic Hierarchy 
Process) was initially raised for contingency in military in 1970’s. This is a structured method to 
extract preference opinion from decision makers. Yang and Lee (1997) applied AHP to location 
decision models. In most real world applications, selecting a facility location is a complex 
process involving multiple facilities to be located, multiple sites to be considered, multiple 
criteria to be evaluated and multi stages to be conducted. Every potential site may have an 
advantage in its favour; because of this the final selection will result of a compromise, other than 
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optimal decision. As a result, AHP location model with a view to dynamic, which is involved to 
ranks importance of objectives, preference and factors with a pair of candidates. They also 
developed a general solution process for AHP location model (see Figure 13) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 13: Solution process of the AHP location model 

Source: Yang and Lee, 1997 
 
The authors take a three levels health-care system as example. It includes demand points, local 
clinics, hospitals and regional hospitals. Local clinics provide diagnosis and treatment of 
common diseases. Hospitals provide simple surgery operations with advanced diagnosis and 
treatment services. Regional hospitals offer advanced specialized surgery operations and long-
term intensive treatment services. Service of health-care system is nested, because the higher 
level contains the lower level’s services. Moreover, local hospital and regional hospital can 
accept patients, so it can identify as multi-flow. While a health-care system with several facilities 
have to be located, location decision maker consider how lower-level facilities spread out and 
compromise between the proximity of lower-level and higher-level facilities to demand point 
(Şahin and Süral, 2007). 
 
Single/Multi-commodity 
The last element is the types of commodities in operation. It is the same with single objective and 
single stage models, single commodity models no more valid in today’s situation. This thesis has 
classified thousands of products into some homogeneous product groups and arranged both 
resources and operations group by group. 
 

3.6.3  Summarizing key models into the groups 
 

Step 0: Facility location project (facility need identified and justified) 

Step 1: Identify pertinent facility location factors 

Step 2: Develop priority weights 

Step 3: Collect data and rank each potential location 

Step 4: Analyse comparative results 

Step 5: Identify preferred site(s) 

Step 6: Final recommendations 
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In order to show the classification of models more reasonably, this thesis was collected some 
models, which are applied into real-world and make table 5 to show their belongingness. Then 
the authors have picked out some popular models to explain as follow.  
 
Current and Ratick (1995) developed a model to evaluate risk, equity and efficiency in facility 
location for hazardous materials. There were three objectives are considered. They are cost 
minimization, risk minimization and equity of the distribution of risks. As a result, this model 
belongs to multi-objectives family of strategic models.  
 
Barahona and Chudak (2005) researched on large-scale facility location problems. They focus on 
two problems: capacitated and uncapacitated problem. Capacitated problem possess fixed cost, 
certain resource from supplier, fixed demand. And the goal of capacitated problem is to 
minimize the overall total cost. So this problem can be both deterministic family of analytic 
models and single objective family of strategic model. 
 
Table 5: The classifying of location models 
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Current and Ratick  1995             X         

Badri 1999 X 
 

X     X 
   

  

Cohen 2000   
  

X   X 
 

X 
 

  

Oum and Park 2004   
  

    X 
   

  

Barahona and Chudak 2005   X 
 

  X 
    

  

European Headquarters 2005   
   

X   X 
   

  

Aboolian, Berman and Krass 2007   X 
 

    
  

X 
 

  

Şahin and Süral, 2007   
  

    X 
   

  

Hwang, Mai and Shieh 2007 X 
 

X     
    

  

Teixeira and Antunes 2008 X 
 

X     X 
 

X 
 

  
EU textiles and clothing 
sector 

2008   
   

X   X 
 

X 
 

X 

Méjean and Patureau  2010         X   X         

Aboolian, Berman and Krass (2007) developed a spatial interaction model which aims to 
optimize location and design decisions at the same time for a set of new facilities. Standard 
spatial interaction models make two strong assumptions: the demand from each customer is fixed 
and known in advance; and for all the facilities in the network have the same design elements. 
From the simple introductions of their models, it can take out two very important points, fixed 
demand and multi facilities. Consequently, spatial interaction models can be sorted into 
deterministic family of analytic models and multi-stages family of strategic models. 
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Badri (1999) discussed about global facility location-allocation problem. AHP and goal 
programming models are combined and solve the problem. AHP and GP are methodologies 
which rank conflict and multiple international factors. The combined AHP-GP models attempt to 
minimize the overall deviations in objective function given the various goals and objectives. 
Therefore it can be said that AHP-GP models belong to dynamic and stochastic families of 
analytic models and multi-objectives family of strategic models. Hierarchical system decides the 
location of their facilities within a multiple layer configuration. Because of the complex structure 
of facility system, hierarchical system is a multi-stages family of strategic models. 
 
Cohen (2000) reported a paper about how to make a business location. First of all they consider 
about their business objectives, and then, list all the factors that would affect location decisions. 
Moreover, economy or investment topic is discussed in his research and related to location 
decision. Regarding the features of analytic models and strategic models, this business location 
was using economic family of analytic models, multi-objectives family of strategic models, and 
business location contains some levels of facilities, so multi-stages family of strategic models 
should be the last models that involved in business locations decision. 
 
In the research of Teixeira and Antunes (2008) the locations of public facilities, for example, 
school, health-care centre, were raised to discuss. Such public facilities have complex structure, 
so first of all, multi-stages model can be involved to use. Regarding the requirement of public 
instruments, many factors were accounted into consideration and comparison, also located public 
facilities processing multi-objectives, such as transportation convenient, and the range of 
network can cover. So public facilities locations can use dynamic and stochastic models to 
analysis factors, and consider multi-stages and multi-objectives model as decision tool to make 
location decisions. 
 
Through table 5, it can conclude as follows: because of the deferent criteria of analytic models 
and strategic models, the application of these two models in real-world is almost equal to each 
other. In analytic models economic and dynamic are popular than the others. Static family even 
haven’t been mentioned, that is probably static models cannot fit for today’s situation, but as one 
of the earliest researched model, static family is the foundation of dynamic models. On the other 
hand, in strategic models, multi-objective family is the most popular one. Multi-stage family 
normally is used for a facility system, so in literatures, sometimes, single facility was discussed 
more than it. Actuarially, multi-commodity family is another popular issue. However, in modern 
industry, the variety of products becomes common reorganization for people, so even it is not 
mentioned, it still exist in the application. 
 

3.7  Explain each group and family of factor 
 
The reason and objective to classify existing factors into six groups with twenty six families have 
been explained in section 3.2. In this section the detailed criteria for each group and family is 
presented. This research has selected thirty one central articles which have written on location 
decision research area and cover many industrial such as manufacturing, logistics provider, and 
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service providers. The perspective of this paper is production location decision covering both 
producer in products and also services.  

3.7.1  Factors on supply chain management   
 
Supply chain and management group is representative of procurement and logistics department. 
That means majority of the activities in both departments are belonging to this group and 
remaining activities such as department policy or strategy are in the other groups. Reviewing 
sample literatures, there is not any authors categorised this group in their research. Most of them 
separate cost and transportation in different group. In this group, there are four families which 
are material cost, logistics cost, availability & proximity to supplies and transportation 
availability and reliability.  Then, the authors present the detail of the criteria to categorise the 
family as the below; 

 

Materials costs  
There are different types of cost but cost in this group is cost that belongs to material or services 
that effect to production process. The materials are raw material, which is the main material for 
produced product, consumable material that is support material that might not directly use for 
produced product but for equipment, devices or processes that drive production process e.g. flue 
or office supplies. Service cost is also including in this group but the service that can be included 
is service that used for production process such as outsourcing for test product, transaction cost, 
rental expense, leasing or commissioning service. While service which related to logistic, labour 
or maintenance are not included in this family. Moreover this materials cost is including claim 
expense, insurance of material or service. Material cost has been considered as factor for location 
decision by Fuchs, Field, Roth and Kirchain, (2011), Galan, Gonzalez-Benito and Zunga-
Vincente, (2007), Badri, (2007), Bergeron (2005), Stirm and St-Pierre (2003), Ferdows, (1997), 
Fuchs,  Artikis, (1993). 

Logistics costs  
The criteria for this family are cost of finished goods transportation, inventory cost, holding cost, 
distribution cost, logistics, shipping cost of raw material, and freight. And the same with 
materials cost that service cost which related to logistics such as insurance, fee and claim 
expense, and process service such as custom clearance also included. From the reviewing 
research literatures there is 68%  (see table 6) that has used logistic cost as location factors and 
this factor has been used by Field, Roth and Kirchain (2011), Farahani, SteadieSeifi and Asgari, 
(2010), Kayikci, (2010), Feng, Wu and Chia, (2010), Turhan, Ozbag and Cetin, (2007), Bhutta, 
Huq, Frazier and Mohamed, (2003). 

Availability & proximity to supplies  
The distance from suppliers or distribution centre, lead time to receive the goods, the number of 
suppliers, the quality of supplies, quality of services, the reliability of suppliers, trend in 
suppliers by area, alternative of suppliers, competition for suppliers, the convenience of supply 
process, and responsiveness of suppliers are all include in this family (Fuchs, Field, Roth, and 
Kirchain, 2011; Kuo and Liang, 2011; Chen and Moore, 2010; Badri, 2007; Ferdows, 1997; 
Yang and Lee, 1997). Apart from the above, risk from supplier such as financial status, 
reputation, and any arguments also included in availability of suppliers (Liu, Chan and Chung, 
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2011; Demirel, Demirel and Kahraman, 2010; Farahani, SteadieSeifi and Asgari, 2010; 
MacCarthy and Atthirawong, 2003; Stirm and St-Pierre, 2003; Goetschalckx, Vidal and Dogan, 
2002; Vereecke and Dierdocnk, 2002). 

Transportation availability and reliability 
The description of this family is the number of logistics channels (highway facilities, airway 
facilities, pipeline facilities, waterway transportation and railroad facilities), the quality and 
reliability of logistics channels, lead time for transportation, the distance between company to 
supplier and customer, the capacity to transportation, the capacity holding inventory, the 
experience of logistics providers, transport rate, road condition, traffic management, 
warehousing and storage facilities (Farahani, SteadieSeifi and Asgari, 2010; Lee and Wilhelm, 
2010; Badri, 2007; Kim, 2005; Moon, 2005; MacCarthy and Atthirawong, 2003, Goetschalckx, 
Vidal and Dogan, 2002; Vereecke and Dierdocnk, 2002; Yang and Lee, 1997). 

 

3.7.2  Factors on commercial management  
 
Commercial management is a group that represents sales and marketing activities. The criteria in 
this group are customers, demands, customer services, product varieties, and brands. The 
activities that relate to company wholesalers, retailers, and end users are included in this group 
and of course the expenses, fares, service charges, discounts and promotions are included. Many 
researches group the existing factors by emphasising on marketing rather than sales. Demirel, 
Demirel and Kahraman, (2010), Galan, Gonzalez-Benito and Zanga-Vincente, (2007), Badri, 
(2007), Wu, Lin and Chen, (2007), Archambault, (2004), Ferdows, (1997), Yang and Lee, (1997) 
grouped this kind of factors as market factors. In contrast with sales, there is no literature 
mention about grouping sales or use sale as factors in this research area. In practice, sale is very 
important department which make profits and create production order. As a result, the authors 
have included sales into this group because the purposed to categorised factors are not the same 
with previous study. In this group, the authors classified factors into five families that are 
proximity to market and customer, market availability and reliability, marketing, product life 
cycle and competition, more explanation are as follow; 

Proximity to market and customer 
Distance, lead time, or even amounts are in the collection of location problem. To serve 
customer, fast delivery with low service charge, to guarantee fast service or technical support to 
customers, to be easy to access the product and service, proximity to demand, and 
responsiveness and delivery time to customers cannot be advantage if companies stay far or too 
far from market (Feng, Wu and Chia, 2010; Kayikci, 2010; Riedl, 2010; Chou, Hsu and Chen, 
2008; Badri, 2007; Turhan, Ozbag and Cetin, 2007; Kim, 2005; Frazier and Mohamed, 2003; 
MacCarthy and Atthirawong, 2003;  Stirm and St-Pierre, 2003).  If companies stay close to 
market, there are a lot of chances to learn their customers and to know the trend before others, 
which could increase an opportunity of higher sales. Adaptability to demand and level of contact 
with customers also affect by this criteria.  It is very important factors which cannot be missed if 
the companies want to solve location problem (Kuo and Liang, 2011; Chen and Moore, 2010; 
Demirel, Demirel and Kahraman, 2010; Archambault, 2004; Oum and Park, 2004; Bhutta, Huq, 
Vereecke and Dierdocnk, 2002; Ferdows, 1997; Yang and Lee, 1997).  
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Market availability and reliability 
Existing consumer markets, potential customer markets and number of population are the 
interests of this area. Customer characteristic, culture, potential of growth of markets, population 
trends, customer income, customer income trend, population density, and population age 
distribution are criteria that could tell the market availability and reliability (Badri, 2007; 
MacCarthy and Atthirawong, 2003; and Vereecke and Dierdonck, 2002). Larger demand can 
provide a chance to gain more profit as well as companies can apply economics of scale in 
production. Large number of population does not mean companies have more customers but 
companies need to invest in a target area to make themselves more familiar with people and 
make them reliable potential customer. This idea has been agreed by Markusen (1995 cited in 
Mataloni, 2011, p. 156) who stated “that large foreign markets are more likely to be served by 
foreign direct investment, rather than by export, when tariffs or transportation cost are high”, it 
mean if companies have more customer availability, it can be offer high volume of sales which 
can offset the initial investment. 

Marketing 
This family is designed for cost of marketing such as exhibitions, promotions, discount, road 
show expenses, customer visits, cost of serving markets, or other costs and expenses that related 
to sales and marketing. Marketing strategies also have been good criteria in this family such as 
served customer, reassured customer, kept customer. Product diversifies and varieties of product 
in the company are in marketing strategy too. Moreover, the availability for future expansion of 
demand is considered because this is one of marketing strategies as well (Liu, Chan and Chung, 
2011; Lee and Wilhelm, 2010; Chou, Hsu and Chen, 2008; Badri, 2007; Julka et al, 2007; Wu, 
Lin and Chen, 2007; Stirm and St-Pierre, 2003; Goetschalckx, Vidal and Dogan, 2002; Artikis, 
1993).  

Product life cycle 
Badri, (2007) has used product life cycle as criteria in markets factor in which it firstly appeared 
as a factor in industrial location research area. Thus before that, product life cycle has been 
analysed as a strategy for location factors by Yang and Lee (1997), who studied that in the 
beginning of product life (introduction stage), production facility would often be located in head 
quarter or research and development centres.  The total costs to produce in introduction stage are 
high but they are compensated with the timely launch of the new product. While during other 
stages such as growth stage, companies usually locate close to the market that they can reduce 
transportation costs and time. The criteria for this family are product life cycle, product trend, 
and population trend (Hedström, 2010; Checherenkova, 2008). 

Competition  
This family considers the competition that exists between companies within the same industry 
and also related industry. The criteria which have been included in this family are the number of 
existing and potential competitors (can be both direct and indirect competitors), distance from 
competitors, probable reaction to the new location, density and level of competition in selected 
location market, the distance from major competitors, and market opportunity (Lee and Wilhelm, 
2010; Chou, Hsu and Chen, 2008; Badri, 2007; Wu, Lin and Chen, 2007; Moon, 2005; Artikis, 
1993). Competition factors mainly occur from the traditional sense of low cost and the 
differentiation of products. This competition is also included the competition for finding 
suppliers too that if there are a lot of buyer, supplier have high bargaining power on the 
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companies. Competition of the supplier can effect to the whole supply chain management group 
because if the density of competition is high, it would effect to material cost, transportation cost 
and quality of service (Liu, Chan and Chung, 2011; Galan, Gonzalez-Benito and Zanga-
Vincente, 2007; Bergeron, 2005; Archambault, 2004; Goetschalckx, Vidal and Dogan, 2002; 
Vereecke and Dierdocnk, 2002; Ferdows, 1997; Yang and Lee, 1997). 
 

3.7.3  Production system 
 
This group concentrated on production area and also counted other work functions into the group 
such as quality control, quality assurance, planning, maintenance, and research and development. 
The reason to include these work functions into this group is because all of them have worked as 
direct support function to the production process and the change in these functions will directly 
affect the production. From thirty one literatures, only one research from Chou, Hsu and Chen, 
(2008) have mentioned operation management, which is similar to this factors, nevertheless the 
criteria that they used are not the same with this research and most of researchers use factors in 
this group as standalone factors. This group classified related factors into five categories which 
are production cost, infrastructure, planning and production capacity, technology and research 
and development, work environment.  

Production costs 
Production cost is the costs of products or services that have been created by production process 
or other processes both directly and indirectly supporting production. Fixed and variable costs 
which come from operation are called production cost. Other cost is those which related to the 
support processes such as maintenance, research and development (R&D) cost, management cost 
or quality control and their expenses such as spare part of machines or testing service(Liu, Chan 
and Chung, 2011; Chou, Hsu and Chen, 2008; MacChathy and Atthirawong, 2003; Stirm and St-
Pierre, 2003). This family exclude utilities expense such as electricity or water supply. The costs 
that come from first time purchasing machines or services such as insurance, commissioning or 
training are excluded from this family as well (include in material cost or cost of finance) 
(Farahani, SteadieSeifi and Asgari, 2010; Badri, 2007; Julka et al., 2007; Bhutta, Huq, Frazier 
and Mohamed, 2003; Vereecke and Dierdocnk, 2002; Ferdows, 1997; Artikis, 1993).   

Infrastructures 
Another important consideration for the location decision which makes companies confident that 
they have proper location and are ready for construction is infrastructure. The criteria of 
infrastructure in this research are infrastructure modelling, land availability and cost, existence of 
modes transportations (airports, railroads, road and sea port), high industrial concentration, 
quality, expense and reliability of utilities (water supply, power supply, telecommunication 
system, etc.), availability and expense of fuel, and gas, parking area (Lee and Wilhelm, 2010; 
Badri, 2007, Galan, Gonzalez-Benito and Zanga-Vincente, 2007;  Bergeron, 2005; Kim, 2005; 
Moon, 2005; Oum and Park, 2004; Cuervo and Pheng, 2003; MacCarthy and Atthirawong, 2003; 
Yang and Lee, 1997).   

Planning and production capacity  
This family concerned about production output rate, output quality, lead time and 
responsiveness, production sequence, production procedure, production planning, forecasting, 
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service level along with the effectiveness and efficiency, bill of material (BOM), changing time, 
preventive maintenance programme, one stop service, space utilization, planning regulation and 
layout. Production capacity can effect to production location decision, if the production capacity 
is very high, company may design to locate close to supplier to prevent shortage of supplies or 
company may decide to locate close to transportation modes because company can deliver in 
mass quantity and often (Kuo and Liang, 2011; Demirel, Demirel and Kahraman, 2010; Chou, 
Hsu and Chen, 2008, Julka et al, 2007, Goetschalckx, Vidal and Dogan, 2002; Artikis, 1993). In 
contrast, if company has low production capacity, it should pay more attention where to locate 
the production site because it could affect to transportation cost (cannot send in big amount with 
high frequency), material cost, and competition (Farahani, SteadieSeifi and Asgari, 2010; Lee 
and Wilhelm, 2010; Wu, Lin and Chen, 2007; Bhutta, Huq, Frazier and Mohamed, 2003; Cuervo 
and Pheng, 2003; Stirm and St-Pierre, 2003). 

Technology and R&D 
Factors in this family are determinant factors which is used for develop the products or services 
to be more efficient and effective. Companies should make sure that correct technology is being 
utilized and developed. Technology included in this family might be technology used for 
products or service or technology that used for other functions that related to production process. 
For example, Sweden is well-known in innovation design and technology so if company’s 
product is high technology, this country would be good choice to locate. Moreover, learning 
opportunities and closeness to the source of technological know-how are also necessary to 
consider being in this family too (Feng, Wu and Chia, 2010; Lee and Wilhelm, 2010, Chou, Hsu 
and Chen, 2008; Badri, 2007; Galan, Gonzalez-Benito and Zanga-Vincente, 2007; Julka et al, 
2007; Archambault, 2004; Cuervo and Pheng, 2003; Goetschalckx, Vidal and Dogan, 2002; 
Vereecke and Dierdocnk, 2002). 

Work environment 
Some criteria of this family might be similar to infrastructure family, thus the authors have 
defined criteria for this family as the activities that need community, between two parties such as 
between departments, between companies, or companies with government organization 
(universities, collages, science institutes, or industrial estate) or companies with non-government 
organization (industrial park, private technology corporation or corporate festival. Other way to 
define this family criteria are network, community, communication, proximity to other part 
manufacturers, information flow modelling, industrial co-operative, vertical and horizontal 
industrial agglomeration(Chen and Moore, 2011; Farahani, SteadieSeifi and Asgari, 2010; Galan, 
Gonzalez-Benito and Zanga-Vincente, 2007; Turhan, Ozbag and Cetin, 2007; Goetschalckx, 
Vidal and Dogan, 2002; Vereecke and Dierdocnk, 2002; Artikis, 1993). Moreover, waste 
disposal is included here, instead of belonging in infrastructure factors, because disposal is the 
environmental issues that resulted from production process so it should be included in this family 
(Liu, Chan and Chung, 2011; Mataloni Jr., 2011; Feng, Wu and Chia, 2010; Kayikci, 2010; Lee 
and Wilhelm, 2010; Badri, 2007; Wu, Lin and Chen, 2007; Bergeron, 2005; Moon, 2005; 
Archambault, 2004; Stirm and St-Pierre, 2003). 
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3.7.4  Human resource factors 
 
This group is representative of human resource department that all labour issues and activities 
are included. There are five families in this group that are labour cost, labour skill, labour 
availability and reliability, life environment and proximity to headquarter. Normally human 
resource has to deal with many laws and regulation such as labour laws, social welfares 
regulations, union laws, policies and other issues about laws, regulations and agreements, thus 
these portions are excluded from this group. There is legal group which support all issues about 
law and regulation in order to avoid confusion between human activity and legal activity. This 
group does not deal with only inside the company and public organization but also include social 
environment that effect to employees’ life (Fuchs, Field, Roth, and Kirchain, 2011; Demirel, 
Demirel and Kahraman, 2010; Feng, Wu and Chia, 2010; Badri, 2007; Bergeron, 2005; 
MacCarthy and Atthirawong, 2003; Yang and Lee, 1997).  

Labour costs 
All the costs and expense that come from employment are included in this family such as salary, 
compensation, bonus, incentive; health insurance, social welfare expense, training cost, 
education cost, and subcontract expense. Cost of hiring sub-contract to work in the company for 
whatever purposes have been included (Mataloni Jr., 2011; Chen and Moore, 2010; Feng, Wu 
and Chia, 2010; Riedl, 2010; Badri, 2007; Galan, Gonzalez-Benito and Zanga-Vincente, 2007; 
Julka et al., 2007; Bergeron, 2005; Kim, 2005; Vereecke and Dierdocnk, 2002; Ferdows, 1997). 
Moreover, this family is designed for reimbursement expense too, such as the fine from labour 
union, from layoff strikers, discharges unqualified employees. Good example which can show 
the relation between this family and location decision is China case. When China open their 
country, a lot of company open their manufactures there because of the cost of labour is lower 
than in western countries (Fuchs, Field, Roth, and Kirchain, 2011; Demirel, Demirel and 
Kahraman, 2010; Moon, 2005; Oum and Park, 2004; Cuevo and Pheng, 2003; MacCarthy and 
Atthirawong, 2003; Strim and St-Pierre, 2003; Yang and Lee, 1997; Artikis, 1993). 

Labour skilled 
Most of companies need typical skill employees but some of them need lower skills or higher 
skills which depend on the characteristic of the job. Different countries have different skill level. 
Skilled labour is also related to labour cost (high skilled labour are expensive to hire) and labour 
reliability (Skilled labour are required by many companies so it might create competition among 
them). Skilled labours mainly are educated and have experience level. Different industries 
require different labour skilled and each area has different skill level. For example, in developed 
countries there are a lot of high skilled labours but in developing countries there are more of low 
skilled labours Mataloni Jr., 2011; Demirel, Demirel and Kahraman, 2010; Galan, Gonzalez-
Benito and Zanga-Vincente, 2007; Turhan, Ozbag and Cetin, 2007; Cuevo and Pheng, 2003; 
MacCarthy and Atthirawong, 2003; Vereecke and Dierdocnk, 2002). Vietnam is good example 
for this family; there are many companies, such as Intel and IBM, who decided to open their 
branch in this country. Both of them are high tech manufacturing, which means that the labour in 
this country have equal or better skilled labour than other choice (Fuchs, Field, Roth, and 
Kirchain, 2011; Feng, Wu and Chia, 2010; IBM, 2010; Badri, 2007; Wu, Lin and Chen, 2007; 
Bergeron, 2005; Moon, 2005; Oum and Park, 2004; Artikis, 1993). 
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Labour availability and reliability  
This family have defined labour availability and reliability as quality of employees, the number 
of labour in the markets (can divide into three types that are managerial, skilled and unskilled 
labour), unemployment level (unemployment rate give two ways for consideration that on one 
hand if the level is high, companies have more bargaining power than employee(Liun, Chan and 
Chung, 2011; Demirel, Demirel and Kahraman, 2010; Badri, 2007; Galan, Gonzalez-Benito and 
Zanga-Vincente, 2007; Turhan, Ozbag and Cetin, 2007; MacChathy and Atthirawong, 2003). On 
the other hand, high level of unemployment mean there are a lot of low education skill worker), 
employee dependability (more reliable like high productivity, low absenteeism rate, 
trustworthiness, work ethic and loyalty ), and unionisation rate (high unionisation could be risk 
for company to have short of labour force) (Matoloni Jr., 2011; Chen and Moore, 2010; Wu, Lin 
and Chen, 2007; Bergeron, 2005; Kim, 2005; Moon, 2005; Curevo and Pheng, 2003; Yang and 
Lee, 1997). 

Life environment  
Life environment criteria are factors that affect the quality of employees’ life, this included 
distance from environment amenity (hospital, school, university, shopping centre, etc.), living 
amenity (quality of house, compatible culture, social community, etc.), and working amenity 
(promotion, bonus, training, work rotation, preference of company executive, union, and finally 
cost of living). This family will work in relation to other families in this group and effect to the 
location decision. If the level of life environment is high, the average skill of labour tends to be 
high and the level of labour availability and reliability are also high too (Feng, Wu and Chia, 
2010; Cho, Hsu and Chen, 2008; Badri, 2007; Galan, Gonzalez-Benito and Zanga-Vincente, 
2007; Oum and Park, 2004; MacCarthy and Attirawong, 2003; Yang and Lee, 1997). 

Proximity to headquarter 
Proximity to relative, proximity to parent company, and closeness to place of owner are criteria 
for this family. It should been considered because the distance of new location may be different 
in culture, working style, or climate that could affect to the production output, strategy, and 
decision. Moreover, this family has considered the distance between branches too. The distance 
of headquarter to other branches and the distance between branches also effect to other groups 
and families of factors such as work environment (communications between branches), life 
environment (in case of rotation duties or balance work force if each branch is too far, employee 
might decide to leave because they do not want to move away from their home), planning and 
production capacity (for example machine break down, shortage of spare part or quality 
problems), and technology and research and development (the distance might affect to 
technology and knowledge transfer within the company)  (Turhan, Ozbag and Cetin, 2007; Kim, 
2005; Cuevo and Pheng, 2003; MacCarthy and Atthirawong, 2003; Vereecke and Dierdocnk, 
2002). 
 

3.7.5  Factors on legal 
 
Legal practice might not be a main function in the company but it is an important support 
function which makes other functions work smoothly and it is also one of important part for 
location decision and this should be good reason to select it as group factor in this research. The 
authors move the department policies, company policy to this group as well. Government law, 
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industrial standard and international agreement also include here. Feng, Wu and Chia, (2010), 
Kayikci, (2010), Lee and Wilhelm, (2010), Badri, (2007), Galan, Gonzalez-Benito and Zanga-
Vincente, (2007), Wu, Lin and Chen, (2007), Archambault, (2004), MacCarthy and Atthirawong, 
(2003), Goetschalckx, Vidal and Dogan, (2002), Vereecke and Dierdonck, (2002), and Ferdows, 
(1997) have used Legal (Law or regulation) as group of factors. This group may not effect 
directly to production system but it effect directly to supply chain and production support area 
such as finance (financial laws, trade barriers) and labour (labour laws, unionization laws and 
restriction on social welfare). This research have categorised existing factors related in this group 
into three families which are law and regulation, trade barrier and politic and socio stability.  

Laws and regulations  
Law and regulation in this family is designed to cover company policies and regulations which 
gather from every departments, government law, regulation and agreement. For the public law 
and regulation, both local and international basis are considered. Moreover, other laws and 
regulations also include laws such as, insurance law, industrial relations laws, compensation 
laws, environmental regulations and European Union (EU) regulation and agreement, and safety 
inspection (MacCarthy and Atthirawong, 2003). Special laws like joint ventures or merges 
business and special regulations like transferring of earning out of country rate, foreign 
ownership laws, (Badri, 2007). Qualifications, restrictions and standards are also including in 
this family, such as industrial standard (ISO) or qualification of public organization like health 
qualification (Wu, Lin, and Chen, 2007). Those countries with strict laws might not receive 
interest by investors, for example in labour law, if the law give power to labour side, it might be 
risky for investors but if the laws are very flexible, it can be incentive for investors too. 

Trade barrier 
Any regulations, laws, agreement and restrictions that prevent foreign direct investment (FDI) 
are trade barriers. International trade agreement, tariff, quotas, offset requirements, subsidies, 
local content, meet value added requirements, high of bureaucratic red tape and requirements for 
setting up local corporations are some example. Company might not have flexibility to import 
and export their products and services if the choice of locations have high trade barrier. For 
example, Thailand government announce that foreigners cannot be owner of real estate and 
government can take over them, if company goes against it, so the investors need to rethink this 
choice. Most of the countries in the world try to set low trade barrier to make themselves as a 
good location for investors (Lee and Wilhelm, 2010; Badri, 2007; Galan, Gonzalez-Benito and 
Zanga-Vincente, 2007; Bhutta, Huq and Mohamed, 2003; Goetschalckx, Vidal and Dogan, 2002; 
Ferdows, 1997). 

Politic and socio stability 
This family is related to the situations, cultures and events in destination location that sometime 
it is not stable for many events such as war, civil war, strike, mutiny, natural disaster (flood, 
earthquake, perils of the sea, or tsunami). Other circumstances are low of uncertainty in politic, 
risk from revolt, government structure and consistency to political, attitude of government 
inward investment, attitude toward to foreign capitals, and protection against expropriation, Type 
of military alliance and pacts and treaties. All of above should be considering before make 
location decision, especially for international site location (Farahani, SteadieSeifi and Asgari, 
2010; Feng, Wu, and Chia, 2010; Kayikci, 2010; Lee and Wilhelm, 2010; Badri, 2007; Galan, 
Gonzalez-Benito and Zanga-Vincente, 2007; Bergeron, 2005; Oum and Park, 2004; MacCarthy 
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and Atthirawong, 2003; Goetschalckx, Vidal and Dogan, 2002; Vereecke and Dierdonck, 2002). 
Most of companies do not want to expand their production facility to the country or area which 
has unstable condition such as war, strike of labour, overthrow the government or high level of 
crime. It is not good decision to locate the site in these places as company might face with 
availability and reliability problems such as lack labour, unavailability of suppliers, and lack of 
customers. 
 

3.7.6  Finance management 
 
Finally, this is the last group of factors that representative of finance and accounting department.  
It is very difficult to consider choice of location without thinking about finance so this group has 
been one of the most important factors that used to determine or select location. Fuchs, Field, 
Roth and Kirchain, (2011), Demirel, Demirel and Kahraman, (2010), Farahani, SteadieSeifi and 
Asgari, (2010), Lee and Wilhelm, (2010), Badri, (2007), Bergeron, (2005), MacCarthy and 
Atthirawong, (2003), Goetschalckx, Vidal and Dogan, (2002), Yang and Lee, (1997) have 
finance as group of factors in their research. Actually, the number of this group should be more 
than that presented but regarding the categorise criteria of this research that authors separate cost 
into own source such as labour cost is in human resource group and material cost is in supply 
chain management group. This group has four families as sub groups that all of them could 
categorise the existing factors related in this group. 

Cost of finance 
This is the last cost that influence location decision, the criteria for this family are installation 
and start-up cost along with investment, cost of financial transfer, cost of capital, tariff cost, land 
cost, remove – relocate – close down cost, lending cost, interest expense, taxes expense, stock, 
bond, cost of doing business and leasing expense (Fuchs, Field, Roth, and Kirchain, 2011; 
Mataloni Jr., 2011; Chen and Moore, 2010;  Farahani, SteadieSeifi and Asgari, 2010; Feng, Wu 
and Chia, 2010; Julka et al., 2007; Turhan, Oxbag and Cetin, 2007; Wu, Lin and Chen, 2007, 
Bergeron, 2005; Kim, 2005; Moon, 2005; Archambault, 2004; Bhutta, Huq, Frazier and 
Mohamed, 2003; Ferdows, 1997). 

Financial risk  
Financial risk family contains all the factors that can affect the location project by losing 
business. Financial risk may come from prediction and analysis the future and the factors in this 
family come from external source that cannot be determined or controlled. Uncertainty in world 
business, fluctuation of currency, fluctuation of interest, high inflation, close-down of the related 
industry in target location, alternate sources, country’s debt, foreign exchange rate, interest rate 
differentials as basis of international capital flows, number of international fund firms versus 
local firms, amount of actually used foreign direct and other investment and dramatic fluctuation 
of production cost, all of these create financial risk for companies (Lee and Wilhelm, 2010; 
Julka, et al., 2007; Wu, Lin and Chen, 2007; Bergeron, 2005; Moon, 2005; Bhutta, Huq and 
Mohamed, 2003; Cuervo and Pheng, 2003; Goetschalckx, Vidal and Dogan, 2002; Ferdows, 
1997) .   
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Profit and revenue  
Revenues, incomes and profits are main criteria for this group and authors has included rate of 
return, return on investment, efficiency of cash flow, interest, and other outcomes of the capital 
(Farahani, SteadieSeifi and Asgari, 2010; Lee and Wilhelm, 2010; Julka, et al., 2007; Bhutta, 
Huq and Mohamed, 2003; Goetschalckx, Vidal and Dogan, 2002). Revenue, incomes and profit 
can come from sales of product units or services which produced by company. From table 6, 
factors in this family are not so interesting to users when comparing with the others families in 
the same group. 
 

Economic Incentive 
In this family, authors consider the factors that related to finance area which give opportunities to 
companies to select target location. These factors are availability of capital with low interest rate, 
state income tax, local property and income tax, tax structure and tax deduction incentive and 
concessions, tax free operation,  transfer price and convenience of process, business incentive, 
unemployment and compensation premiums, industrial pollution control revenue bonds, 
financial incentive, attitude toward business and industry taxes, custom duties, low rate of 
inflation, currency rate, GDP and GNP growth, income per capita, competitive financial service 
sector, attitude of financial agents and economic stability (Wu and Chia, 2010; Kayikci, 2010; 
Badri, 2007; Moon, 2005; Archambault, S., 2004; MacCarthy and Atthirawong, 2003; Stirm and 
St-Pierre, 2003; Goetschalckx, Vidal and Dogan, 2002; Yang and Lee, 1997). 
 
In table 6, the categorising of factors into groups and family from thirty one literatures to this 
research framework are shown. The location factors that have been mostly used by other 
researchers to consider location decisions are availability and proximity of supplies (24 hits from 
31 literatures), logistics costs (21hits), infrastructures, labour costs, and laws and regulations (the 
last three factors has 20 hits). There are another six factors which have been regularly used by 
other researchers, which are material costs, transportation on availability, proximity to markets 
and customers, work environments, costs of finance, and economic incentive. The family of 
factors that have not been used to consider location decisions are product life cycle that has only 
Badri (2003) used, while Yang and Lee (1997) has explained that each stage of product life cycle 
influenced different decisions but they have not used it to consider location decision in their 
research. The other two factors are proximity to head quarter and revenue and profit that both of 
them have five and six hits respectively. 
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Table 6: The classifying of location factors 
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4. Use of models and factors in practice 
 
This thesis has used secondary data from two sources, the first source is reviewed literature 
presented in section three. The second source is studies and current practice, also investigated by 
others researchers and presented in this section. The purpose of this section is to see the state of 
practice in relation to the reviewed state of research (one of research questions). Moreover, this 
research is designed to have others source of data to show validity of the framework (the 
categorised models and factors presented in last part) that could be used in the real situation and 
to achieve thesis’ objective which would like to see the current status concerning models and 
factors used in production location decision. There were three criteria when selecting case study 
report to be studied within the second data collection method. Firstly, the reports should present 
real information from companies who have processed production location decision. The selected 
companies should have one of location problems which are looking for expansion the existing 
capacity, looking for new facility or relocate the facility. Secondly, the selected case reports 
should been conducted in the same research area of this thesis which is in production location 
decisions. Thirdly, all the selected case reports should be studied by master student with 
companies who own their master project, therefore the quality of the result such as 
trustworthiness, reliability and validity should be more than other type in secondary data. 
 
Three sources of information have been selected which match with this thesis purpose and able 
to answer the research question. All of them are case studies in master thesis; two of them are 
from Mälardalen University, Sweden and one from Umeå University, Sweden. The first thesis 
has been studied by Checherenkova S. with Väderstad (project owner). Väderstad is Swedish 
family-owned company which has 600 people working and produces cultivation and seed 
drilling machinery and tillage systems for farmers. The objective of this thesis is to recommend a 
list of factors which are important for the factory to establish an international footage in order to 
accomplish company vision to become a global supplier. The second thesis has been studied by 
Hedström R. with Alfdex (project owner). Alfdex is a joint venture company which is owned by 
Alfa Laval and Haldex. Alfdex produces centrifugal separator for cleaning crankcase gases. One 
of the objectives of this thesis is to study whether the company production expansion to other 
countries rather than Sweden is necessary or not.  Both papers are in range of time for this 
research that Checherenkova had studied in 2008 and Hedström had studied in 2010 so they are 
suitable to be reference for current status of location decisions.  
 
The last thesis is Hedenstierna and Uhrbom’s thesis which is done with IKEA which the 
objective of their research is to evaluate 28 states of India’s for the best environment for a 
potential investment for IKEA or its supplier. IKEA is a Swedish company who is designing, 
manufacturing and selling furniture and its competitive advantage concept is that IKEA design 
its product to allow users to assembly their furniture themselves. 
 
The result of the three case study reports are shown in the next section which are the use of 
model in production location decisions, decisive factors for production location decisions and the 
validation of own synthesis matrix.  
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4.1 Use of models in production location decisions 
 
In practice, there is no limit and restriction to use only one model to solve the location problems 
so it is possible for companies to use many model in one project. Different companies have 
different perspective to analyse the problems so the selections of models are also different. Table 
7 shows the location models used in practice by three companies from case study reports. The 
result in this table will be explained each model of each company in detail. Finally the result of 
this table will be compared with result of reviewed literature in next section.    
 
Table 7: The models used in production location decisions 
 Väderstad Alfdex IKEA 

 

Model type  

Centre of gravity  I – Model 
MADA  IP – Model 

Economic   

 
The author of Väderstad case study has developed the step of manufacturing location decision. 
Before the final decision has been made, there are four steps involved in. Checherenkova (2008) 
has evaluated the production capacity, expansion or a new facility, establish facility specification 
and identify key location factors. As soon as these four down, all the selected factors have to be 
analysed. There are three main models/methods from this case study, which were used to 
evaluate production location factors. The first is called the centre of gravity technique.  
Normally, it is used to analyse transportation cost and service factors, when the general located 
area is finding. Using this model, users could find the geographic centre, where the 
transportation cost is minimized. Sometimes, to do a location decision has to face with the 
conflictions between factors. So a decision support tool is necessary for decision maker. Multiple 
Attribute Decision Analysis (MADA) has provided decision makers with the most preferred 
location. There are several sub-models for MADA: Simple additive weighting, Fuzzy logic, and 
analytic hierarchy process. Simple additive weighting use direct rating on a standardized scale in 
case of purely qualitative attributes. Sule (2001) classified all location factors into three groups: 
critical, objective and subjective. It is easy to evaluate the quantitative factors. Fuzzy set theory 
makes the possibility to change qualitative evaluation to quantitative analysis. Analytic 
Hierarchy Process (AHP) is one of the most widespread and famous MADA tools. There are four 
major steps of AHP: First of all, decision problems are breaking down into several parts 
hierarchically, and alternatives are identified (Checherenkova, 2008). Second is comparing 
objectives with objectives (Checherenkova, 2008). The third, calculate the priorities weight of 
factors.  The last step is to analyse results. Benefit and cost is the invariable factors that location 
models are concerned. So the level of cost and benefit of each location should be identified. 
Economic models include the calculation of payback period, rate of return and benefit/cost ratio 
(Checherenkova, 2008). 
 
The research of Alfdex indicated that “The type of factory is important in a company’s 
manufacturing footprint decision. This will affect the choice of location by clarifying the 
required resources and requirements” (Hedström, 2010). 
 
The objective company in the last resource is IKEA. This paper analyse the location of business 
expansion to India. There are two internationalization models for IKEA’s situation, 
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internationalization process model (IP-model) and the innovation model (I-model). The IP-model 
represents a connection between knowledge development and growing foreign involvement 
(Hedenstierna and Uhrbom, 2010). If the knowledge level about the foreign country is high, it is 
easier to invest in a foreign country. The same with IP-models, I-models also focus on foreign 
market entry. I-models pay attentions on stepwise development on the evolution of international 
involvement (Hedenstierna and Uhrbom, 2010). The similarities between these two models are 
the experiential knowledge in the internationalization process of a company. IP-models are more 
seen as behavioural theory and I-model can be seen as economic model (Hedenstierna and 
Uhrbom, 2010). 

4.2 Decisive factors for production location decisions 
 
There are a lot of factors which are available for companies to consider and make production 
location decisions. The companies have different strategy, resource, condition, products, and etc. 
Therefore the location factors can be select in a different way even they used to solve the same 
location problems. Table 8 has presented the use of location factors which were used to consider 
location decision in case study reports. These factors will be used as information in practice 
which done by the companies. Then the result in this table will be later compared with the result 
from research literatures in next section.  
 
Table 8: The factors used in production location decisions 

 Väderstad Alfdex IKEA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Factors influenced 

production location 

decisions 

Production cycle Relevant market FDI 
Proximity to customers Regional trade 

agreement 
Political and security 
stability  

Layout Emission regulation Corruption  
Organization chart Customers Transportation  
Market potential  Market situation Industry community  
Transportation 
Infrastructure  

Competitors Industry resources 

Labour Sales Network  
Packing cost  Production capacity Relationship and trust 
Transportation cost Supplier Business culture 
Production cost Logistics  
Administration cost Environment impact  
Capacity planning Labour  

 Global condition  
 Product life cycle  

 
From table 8, Väderstad had used twelve factors to consider the choice of the production 
location. It began with production cycle factor that from the analysed, Väderstad has considered 
the production start-up in various steps. In the early step, the production process had only 
assemble line that all the component were imported from Sweden due to the quality of product 
and the standard of production process. After the production line was stable, it would look for a 
local supplier. For proximity to customers, Väderstad wanted to reduce delivery time and 
delivery cost, therefore the areas which had a lot of target crops’ agriculture (corn, sun seeds, 
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rapeseeds and etc.) were potential choice.  Moreover, for layout, the company has considered the 
area of each facility, such as loading and unloading area, space for warehouse, space for future 
expansion, etc., that the company needed at least 7500 m2 for the operation and office space.  
Next factor was organization chart, the company had estimated to have sixty two people (thirty 
two people for production process, nine people for logistics and fifteen people for 
administration) and the company had checked labour availability in the potential area. Lastly, the 
market potential, Väderstad had considered the potential to sell its products by considering the 
amount of sold machines in each area and different country (Checherenkova, 2008). 
 
Väderstad has considered labour in term of availability and costs. The company needs skilled 
labour for welding process and assembly of the machine at the same time.  It also needed normal 
labour for other functions. For transportation infrastructure, Väderstad has considered the 
railway and road system than other modes because its products’ main delivery was truck or train. 
Väderstad had defined four costs which influenced decision on selection location. Firstly, 
package costs, due to plant in Sweden needed to send components to assembly in new location 
so it required packaging on those components. Transportation costs were the costs from delivery 
components from main plant in Sweden to the new facility, which was new costs, while costs 
from delivery products to customer had been greatly reduced from the shorter distance. The last 
location factors of Väderstad was capacity planning that the amount of production per day, per 
week and per month affected to the number of labour, sale and marketing plan and logistics 
systems (Checherenkova, 2008). 
 
Alfdex has considered fourteen locations factors which had influenced production location 
decisions. The first location factor for Alfdex was relevant markets that it had classified relevant 
markets into seven groups by the continent (North America, South America, Europe, Russia, 
India, China, and Asia other). Then the company had chosen the countries in each continent (For 
example Canada, Mexico, USA, Argentina, Brazil, and UK (see more in appendix B) by its 
geographic location and its potential existing customers. Then regional trade agreements was the 
second factor that company concerned, mainly about tariff, quotas, free trade area (FTA) and 
other agreements for goods and services traded between them. Next was emission regulations, 
Alfdex’s products had a concern with emission regulation directly because this regulation 
required cleaning the crankcase gasses for the truck that the normal regulation did not require. 
Emission regulation can influence the demand and product specifications. Customer factors, 
Alfdex’s main customers were in North America and Europe so the company needed to locate 
close to its market to prevent them switching to other suppliers. This factor was related to 
another factor, which is market situation. Now North America was the main market who 
purchased 75% of company products because the emission regulation was stricter than in 
Europe.  Thus, in the next two year, Europe would use Euro 6 standard which was equivalent to 
current standard in North America so company could expect to have more demand in this area 
too. Moreover, the highest market size of the heavy truck was in China so the company needed 
to reconsider whether to expand to Europe, China or America (Hedström, 2010). 
 
The sixth factor for Alfdex was competition, this factor included completion factors as 
importance for the company as sub factors. All of them are price, cost, delivery speed, delivery 
precision, volume flexibility, variant flexibility, quality level, quality conformance, customer 
adaptations, design support, service, technical support, product performance, customer relations, 
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existing supplier, design leadership and speed to market. Alfdex had problems with some 
customers about price, customer adaptation and customer relation but it was the market leader 
and the competition in current situation was in low level. How about sales and production 
capacity factors? Appendix C showed that Alfdex forecasted increase in sale average 39% from 
2010 – 2014 and production capacity increase average 7 % in the same period as sales. By this 
forecast, Alfdex planned to reduce sales and productivity of old product and introduced new 
product in 2013, therefore the company needed to consider where it should introduce the new 
product. Supplier was the ninth location factor which the availability and reliability of suppliers 
were considered. Delivery assurance and product quality were the most critical consideration in 
this factor. Alfdex needed to find the local suppliers before it expansion and this was the key of 
successful localization of production capacity at the new site (Hedström, 2010). 
 
Logistics factor, Alfdex used free carrier that the company sent the products to the port by itself 
and cleared for the duty paid with custom, and then logistics providers’ service started working 
from that point. For environment impact, Alfdex had tried to use green concept so it considered 
the potential site to locate closed to customer as much as possible and its production should have 
low environment impact (Hedström, 2010). Labour was the twelfth factor in which skilled labour 
was considered, such as technical skill but it did not care much about education. Labour skill had 
effected to labour cost so Alfdex used on the job training to reduce hiring skilled labour which 
was expensive and hire general skill worker who can be found easier than the skilled one. Global 
conditions factor was about tax, source of fund, registering property, starting/closing business 
conditions, construction permit, protecting investors, and trading across border. All of them 
needed to be considered for the new production site.  Furthermore, product life cycle was as well 
one factor for considering production location decisions. If the current product is between growth 
and maturity stage and company has forecasted that when the new site is opened, the current 
product should be in saturation stage. Finally, Alfdex considered planned deliveries as the most 
decisive factor for manufacturing footprint (Hedström, 2010). 
 
IKEA has considered nine factors that could influence the selection location decisions in India. 
Foreign direct investment was the first factor which included sub-factors such as costs, 
availability of labour, availability of raw materials, and attitude towards FDI. From Hedenstierna 
and Uhrbom (2010) research, it showed that the conditions for FDI in India in general was good, 
except eastern part of the country which was still resistant toward FDI because of it was very 
poor and undeveloped part of the country and it was the lawlessness area. The second factor was 
political and security stability which could be opportunity and risk for an investment that if the 
political instability happened, it would affect the investments in negative way. Next factor was 
corruption as the information has showed that corruption was very common in India especially in 
eastern and northern part of the country. Corruption could increase costs and it was risk for the 
company. The forth factor was transportation which in this case mean all infrastructures 
(transportation modes). The study of Hedenstierna and Uhrbom (2010) has showed that the 
quality of IKEA products was affected by the transportation. IKEA needed to consider eastern 
and western coastline as a proper solution. Industry community factor, India government had 
created special economic zone (SEZ) area which gave a lot of incentive to investors especially 
tax and laws but IKEA did not pay attention much on SEZ when it made location decision 
because the SEZ area was distinguish position that might be too far from company’s customers 
and suppliers (Hedenstierna and Uhrbom, 2010). 
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Industry resources factors, the electricity and water in India were serious problems that the 
quality of power line was poor as same as quality of water and most of electricity was imported 
so IKEA needed to consider the cost of electricity and generator for emergency case. Network 
was the seventh factor that in India, there were difficult bureaucracy, rules and documentation 
which were main obstacle to create work network. Good relation and trust was footprint of 
IKEA’s thinking and this included promise such as delivery promise so company needed to 
prove which partners were reliable enough to deal the business (Hedenstierna and Uhrbom, 
2010). Business culture was the last factor which had been considered by IKEA that normally, 
there was a big difference between India and Europe but it was not enough to consider. IKEA 
had to consider in detail too because India was big country that there was also a big difference of 
culture in each part of the country such as corruption level. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5. Analysis and conclusion 
 
In section 5, authors will analyse the classification of models and factors, both in theoretical and 
practical environment. The whole part is arranged as follow: Section 5.1 concludes the model’s 
application results, basing on the classification framework of authors’ own, in section 3.6 and 
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section 4.1; similarly, Section 5.2 concludes the factor’s application results, basing on the 
classification framework of authors’ own, in section 3.7 and section 4.2; in Section 5.3, the 
integration of models and factors will be showed base on three case study reports; and in the end, 
section 5.4 and 5.5 are the contribution of this thesis and future research area. 
 

5.1 Models considered in production location decisions  

 
The analysis in this section could be the answer to the research question that “what is the 
relationship between location decision models’ application in practice and the states of them in 
literatures review?”  
 
Based on Table 5, it is concluded that analytic models and strategic models almost shared the 
same applied percentages within the literature reviews. There were 12 literature reviews and 9 of 
them used both analytic and strategic models. Considering the criteria for each group, the criteria 
are not conflicting with each other, but complementary, that is, using analytic and strategic 
models together result in a perfect location decision. As mentioned before, analytic models are 
the quantitative evidences of strategic models and strategic models are the theory basis of 
analytic models.  
 
Secondly, in analytic models, economic and dynamic families are more popular than the others. 
It is because, firstly, cost and benefit are the most important factors that location problem 
considers to calculate the payback time. The rate of benefit and cost is a significant step in 
location decision. And then, dynamic is the nature of most of problems which are met in 
practical environment. The family of static models have not even been mentioned, probably 
because static models cannot fit in today’s situation. “Dynamic” indicates the operational time is 
a time horizon. Nowadays, because of the huge investment on relocating, a facility location 
should be planned for use for a rather long time. However, as one of the earliest researched 
model, the family of static models is the foundation of dynamic models. As a result, the 
importance of static models cannot be ignored.   
 
On the other hand, within strategic models, the multi-objective model family is the most popular 
one. The reason for this point could be single objective based consideration for location cannot 
satisfy the complex and flexible requirements enough. And then, a new facility has to response 
for more roles in production and supply chain then before. So a multi-objective based 
consideration comes out for modern industry.  Referring to the five objectives mentioned in 3.6.2, 
the first four could, without doubt, be considered when doing decisions. However, the last one, 
globalization, become a new preference of companies. Saturated local markets and advanced 
information technology are related to this phenomenon. This key objective is also led to 
considering multi-objective models much more than the others.  
 
The Multi-stage model family is normally used for complex facility systems. When simple 
facility system is located, models from the single stage family were used. Table 5 cannot specify 
the relative importance of models from the single stage respectively the multi-stage family. The 
selection on these two models depends on the type of facility system. In other words, they are 
equally important. Actually, the multi-commodity model family is another popular type. 
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However, Table 5 did not elaborate on that. In today’s industry, the variety of products becomes 
common reorganization for people, so even though it is not mentioned, it still exists in various 
applications. 
 
Various location models examine related factors and location requirements to evaluate potential 
locations. In addition to the classic mathematic models, new solution methodologies have been 
applied in modern facility locations.  
 
As authors mentioned in previous sections, the case study report of Väderstad by Checherenkova 
(2008) provide three main evaluation methods of location decision: The centre of gravity 
technique, MADA, and economic models. The centre of gravity technique was developed to 
determine general a search area of potential location sites. The main objectives are minimizing 
transportation cost and maximizing service. Obviously, this model belongs to the multi-
objectives family of strategic models. On the other hand, the centre of gravity of each potential 
location should be calculated by mathematic formulations, and the input of the calculation is the 
x and y-coordinates, and its load as constants. Moreover, because of the huge investment of re-
location, location decision is always taken as long-term decision. As a result, the centre of 
gravity technique can be sorted as multi-objectives family of strategic models and dynamic, 
deterministic family of analytic models.  
 
Simple additive weighting, fuzzy logic and analytic hierarchy process are sub-approaches of 
MADA method. All of them are used to compare related factors of alternatives. By simple 
additive weighting, alternatives were classified into two types, local and global. So it can be said 
that it belongs to the multi-objectives’ family of strategic models. In addition, factors’ ranking is 
used as qualitative analytic method in (Checherenkova, 2008). The score of each factor is 
depended on the decision maker´s feeling, that is, the input is uncertain. So it is a dynamic and 
stochastic model of analytic group.  
 
The difference between simple additive weighting and fuzzy logic is the analytic method. Later 
models used quantitative analysis, and can change qualitative factors into quantitative factors. 
The input of mathematic formulation is the value of factors, uncertainly. Consequently, fuzzy 
logic is concluded to belong to the dynamic, stochastic family of analytic models.  
 
It seems like the AHP (Analytic Hierarchic Process) method is a combination of the previous 
two methods. Decision makers evaluate factors based on the objectives of location problems and 
analysed the factors quantitatively and qualitatively. In the end, the AHP belong to the dynamic, 
stochastic family of analytic models, and multi-objective family of strategic models.  
 
Another case study report is provided by Hedenstierna and Uhrborm (2010). The objective 
company is IKEA. The company was going to expand their business to India. Business 
globalization is the new trend of business strategy. Referring to the classification of models in 
3.2, the IP-models and I-models which are used in this case study report should belong to multi-
objectives family of strategic models. Moreover, the I-models emphasize on the global expansion 
of a company step by step as the company is divided into several different levels. This is not 
fully like the definition of multi-stage models in 3.3, but the similarity shared between these two 
models is that the expansion of company and the location problems are solved hierarchically. In 
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the end, IP-models belong to multi-objective models and I-models belong to multi-objective and 
multi-stage family of strategic models. 
 
The last case study report came from Alfdex by Hedström (2010). Similar to the other two case 
study reports, Alfdex also prefer to analyse the performance for future global expansion. The 
author mentions that speed, quality, and low cost are universal objectives, which companies aim 
to achieve. In order to win in the business market, a good business strategy is necessary. Where 
to locate is a part of manufacturing strategy. The location of facilities and production will have 
impacts throughout the whole company.  
 
The location problems for Alfdex are sorted as multi-objectives, so one of the location decision 
models is multi-objectives family of strategic models. The author of this case study report also 
pointed out that the type of manufacturing factories will affect the location decision much. So he 
classified the types of factories. This concept can fit for the definition of multi-stages models in 
3.3. As the case study report mentioned that an integrated manufacturing or production system 
includes several kinds of factory or facilities. When those facilities or factories were planned to 
locate, some of them will be located earlier and some will be later, which we called “hierarchy”. 
Finally, the models which Hedström (2010) used for evaluating Alfdex’s globalization belong to 
multi-objectives and multi-stages families of strategic models. 
 
Looking from the location decision models used in these three case study reports, it is easy to 
find that production and facility location for global business becomes one of the most popular 
trends in business market. Along with globalization, the classical location objectives still play an 
important role in location decision. As a result, the multi-objective model family becomes the 
most popular type of strategic models in real applications. On the other hand, dynamic is the 
most popular family in analytic models, while, the use of stochastic and deterministic depends on 
the type of input and the type of analysis. Moreover, the rate of the usage of analytic and 
strategic models is almost the same. Referring to the result analysis of the literature review part, 
the reviews present similar result, that is, top one family is multi-objectives and dynamic, in 
strategic and analytic models respectively. 

5.2 Factors considered in research literature and practice 
 
The analysis in this section could be the answer to the research question that “what is the 
relationship between location decision factors’ application in practice and the states of them in 
literatures review?” The research result on location factors from literatures (see Table 6), which 
indicate the most often used factors groups are supply chain management (SCM) and 
commercial management group.  
 
This result was strengthened by the three case study reports, which were described in Section 4. 
This agreement point out that, both in theoretical environment and practice, the distance between 
needs and supply nodes receives high attention. Moreover the family of factors such as 
transportation availability and reliability, and labour availability and reliability have been often 
considered from both sources of data. Therefore, the companies and researchers point out supply 
chain areas and human resource management as priority to consider in location decision.  
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Few of the research reviews and none of the case study reports in practice consider the 
“technology and adaptation”, and “profit and revenue” factor families. For the technology and 
adaptation family, it might be the one that is considered once the site is located. On the other 
hand, it seems that profit and revenue was discussed little in literature. It might be since the 
profit maximization can be seen as a consequence of the satisfaction of cost minimization and 
demand (Current, Min & Schilling, 1990). In some reviews, researchers discuss profit 
maximization based on these two aspects, so profit and revenue is an as important factor group 
as cost and demand. 
 
The big difference between research literatures and practices is the uses of product life cycle 
family. There is only one review (Badri, 2007) that considered this factor family for production 
location decision. In contrast have two of three studied cases in practice considered this family. 
In reality the companies have to change their strategy to match their product life cycle and each 
stage has difference conditions (Aitken, Childerhouse, and Towill, 2003), agreed by Audretsch 
and Feldman (1996). Audretsch and Feldman (1996) have found that there is a link between 
product life cycle, innovation activity and geography concentration. In the study by Audretsch 
and Feldman (1996), the product life cycle is considered within the strategy process which is 
included in the location decision. Moreover, product life cycle has relationship with “technology 
and adaptation” factor family and marketing factor family as well. 
 
Another interesting aspect is “skilled labour” factor family. Half of the research reviews in Table 
6 have considered this family, but it is not too often used in practice. Väderstad case can 
illustrate the way of thinking, as the company has considered this family of factors but the 
company realize that the high skill labours are expensive to hire and the quality of work does not 
appeal. Therefore the companies try to avoid this problem by bringing skilled labour from 
headquarters in the early stages to work for the new site (Checherenkova, 2008). Instead of 
hiring expensive and uncertain skilled labour from the new location, the company would like to 
train new unskilled labour, who has related background by themselves (Checherenkova, 2008). 
After some time the companies create high skill labour with loyalty as a premium and this 
method does not only solve the problem of skilled labour in new location, it reduces labour cost 
in total too. The company can wait until their production process is stable, and then look for local 
skilled labour to replace the one that they brought from headquarters. 
 
The data from research and practice have showed that the importance of “proximity to 
headquarter” factor family is decreasing within decision maker’s consideration. The reason for 
decision makers to neglect this family is the globalization of transportation and communication 
infrastructure in this territory. Nowadays, there is high speed internet, enterprise resource 
planning (ERP), network systems, low cost airlines, high speed trains and etc. These facilities 
reduce the distance between each branch in both physical and management basic. The technical 
staff can arrive to the site, where have machine problem within 1 or 2 days or remote control to 
fix the machine from overseas. The CEO can have meeting with all managers around the world 
by real time conference and check the product output trough ERP system. 
In the “legal” factor group, in practice cases the companies have concerned corruption and 
bribery. However these are not considered within the studied research literature. The corruption 
and bribery could concern public sectors, governors, custom officers, or private sector. The 
payment for corruption and bribery, as one kind of expense, could affect the total costs of 
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production. The other factor family that both research literature and case study reports 
considered is “political and social stability”. Table 6 indicates that after year 2005 the 
consideration of this factor family has increased. The increased consideration of political and 
socio stability from research literature is similar to the one found in practice, e.g. IKEA who has 
considered these factors in their location decision. Because of the different policies of different 
governments, changes in politics and social structures are risky for the investors. 
 
In the “financial management” factor group, there is a difference between research literature and 
practice. There is no case study report that considers “economic incentive” and “profit and 
revenue” factor families, while there are nineteen research reviews that considered economic 
incentive and six reviews have considered “profit and revenue”. From the result of the cases, 
they have not considered economic aspects such as tax or business incentive. Many countries try 
to attract investment by decreasing the tax and increasing business incentive. 
 
In practice, all companies have considered “production capacity” and “quality of product” but in 
research reviews just one of three has considered this point (Hedenstierna and Uhrbom, 2010; 
Hedström, 2010; Checherenkova, 2008). Most of the research reviews have focus on quality of 
transportations, customers and labours. It means that in reality, it does not matter that the 
companies have good location or not, they might need to close the new facility if their products 
are of no good quality. Product quality have direct effect on other factors, such as loss of 
competitive power, marketing (e.g. lose price control), planning and capacity (variance in orders 
make it difficult to plan) and product life cycle (poor quality make product life shorter). 
 
The result in table 6 and 8 presented the current status and predicted the trend of important 
production location factors. The factor areas (groups of factor) which are considered of high 
importance for the future are supply chain management, commercial management and human 
resource management. If analysed from another perspective, it can be said that the current status 
and future trend of production location decision consider minimizing cost as the main objective. 
In practice, companies cannot play with the high price to gain high profit as in the past, due to 
the increasing competition and shortening product life cycles. Moreover, supply chain 
management, commercial management and human resource group of factors are not only 
important to production location decision but this trend also appear for headquarter location 
decision (Berghe, 2005).  In Appendix D it is shown that the most important location factors for 
selecting location for headquarter (Berghe, 2005) is similar to the result in table 6 and 8. 
Berghe´s research has showed the current state of location factors using to consider the 
headquarter location decision and the first three factors are “proximity to client”, “transportation 
and accessibility”, and “quality and availability of labour”. 
 
 
 

5.3 Integrating analysis of models and factors 
 
In previous sections, the popularity of models and factors has been summarized and their 
application state of three cases have been analysed. Similarities and differences in terms of 
popularity and preference were concluded regarding the two approaches. In this section, factors 
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and models are integrated to see what the specific rules are in practice. Table 9 is the integration 
of table 5 and 6 to show the relationship between location models and factors. The authors use 
table 9 as one of research framework which other are table 5 and 6. The data used in table 9 are 
the information from the selected three case study chapter 4. The cases were mapped to the 
research framework on the basis of included factors, and then the cases were mapped to the 
proposed classification of model groups and families. Therefore this table could show the current 
status of the using of models and factors in practice. The three cases are marked “V” 
(Väderstad), “I” (IKEA) and “A” (Alfdex) in Table 9. 
 
Table 9: The used of location models and factors in practice  
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The result from table 9 shows that the companies can apply more than one model when they 
make location decision. The table does not show which family in the analytic group has been 
contribution most extensively, which is due to the fact that the categorization has been made by 
model types. However, if the table had been categorised by number within the sub family, the 
result has showed that the “dynamic models” family is the key of consideration within the 
analytic group in practice. For the strategic model group, the result is very clear that the multi 
objective model family have been used by all cases. 
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As the analysis above indicates, analytic models and strategic models can complement each 
other. That is, analytic models provide data to support the strategy decision; strategic models can 
use analytic models’ result of the most optimal state, in order to fit for user’s objectives.  
 
Because of this, the authors conclude an applied sequence between analytic and strategic models: 
First of all, decision makers use analytic models to gather the data and result for alternative 
locations; then, based on the requirements of location and the type of industry, choosing proper 
strategic model families; last, using analytic models again to analyse the location site more 
thoroughly. If the system is rather complex, the processes can be repeated several times.  
 
For a factors perspective, table 9 has shown that the use of location factors is similar to the result 
from the research literature in table 6. The total number of factors used in practice is less than in 
the research literature. Another observation is the case studies have analysed and studied 
different location factors. In the decision process of each step, they have selected some location 
factors which have been listed. It can be concluded that the selection of factors depends on the 
type of model used. The companies that have used a multi objective approach may have 
considered each objective in a specific way, which affect the number of used factors. 
 
Moreover, this study concludes that there is little literature discussing the relationship between 
models and factors, even so in the studied three cases. It is difficult to conclude that there is no 
relationship between models and factors in production location decision. 

5.4 Thesis contribution 
 
This thesis is a literature review, complemented with secondary empirical data. The focus is on 
the current situation on production facility location decision, and then classifying the models and 
factors by a develop framework. Based on the generated classification method, the models 
discussed in literatures are classified. Then the current application states in three companies have 
been used to support the proposed classification.  
 
The result is that the proposed classification is reasonable, because the results in both literatures 
and practice are almost the same. From this review, insights within following areas are gained; 
the current situation of location decisions, problems existing in location issue, the developing 
trend in this area, the key variables to be considered in practical cases and the way to use 
location models and factors as helpful decision making tools.  
 
The fit of table results from two sources indicates that our understanding is correct. The purpose 
is to give the readers of this report initial and useful information on location decisions. This 
thesis also provides a lot of related references for this topic. Readers can use it as a guide to learn 
more about location decisions. In addition, the report is a general view of the whole location 
decision problems, so decision makers can use it to check if there are some missing variables. 
 

5.5 Future research areas 
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The existing location models and factors have been categorised with the objective of presenting 
the current status and trend of production location decision. The result of the analysis in section 
5.3 has shown that the dynamic and economics models within the analytic group and multi 
objective models within the strategic group have been used in practice. From a factors 
perspective, has table 9 shown that the availability and reliability of the supply chain and 
availability of labour are the main factors to consider in production location decisions. However, 
this result focuses the production location area, especially manufacturing, and it would require a 
huge amount of time to study the location decision process with a wider perspective.  
 
Future areas of study could expand the range of research to other area such as luxury product, 
public sector, or business area. The result from additional ranges of study could help the users to 
see more clearly the movement of location models and factors in overview.  
 
This thesis can be used as an initial step of developing production location decision processes. 
Although specific models and factors are highlighted in this report, it is stated that other existing 
models and variables is unimportant for other companies and situations. One recommendation 
for future research is to further study the use of the location models and factors, based on a larger 
empirical sample. The result will be a pattern for users to make proper decision for selecting 
location and success for their business.  
 
Moreover it is recommended to study the relationship between location models and location 
factors, as discussed in section 5.3, in order to support decision makers to make better decisions. 
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Appendix A: Example on categorization of factors 
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Appendix B: The seven markets determined and analysed in the 

Alfdex case report 

 
Source: Hedström, 2010, pp.22 
 
 

Appendix C: Forecasted demand compared to the Landskrona site 

theoretical and actual output 2010-2014, from the Alfdex case report 

 
Source: Hedström, 2010, pp.32 
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Appendix D: Top 10 of most important location factors (past and 

present) for headquarter location.  

 

 
 
Source: Berghe, 2005, pp.31 


